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FOREWORD 

 Jesus has invited us to follow Him.  He clarified His invitation by saying that in order to really follow Him, we 
must deny ourselves, take up our cross daily – and then follow Him (Luke 9:23).  Also, He emphasized the 
importance of loving Him and obeying Him in all that we do (John 14:15, 21, 23). 

 Receiving Jesus as our Saviour and following Him day by day as our Lord is the greatest adventure that life 
offers.  Nothing is better than that.  It is the life that sets us free (John 8:32).  It provides joy that is indescribable 
(I Peter 1:8)! 

 Love is at the very core of the lives of those who are followers of Jesus.  It begins with God’s love for us 
through Jesus Christ (Romans 5:8).  The very essence of God is love.  God is love (I John 4:8)!  This love has 
and is expressed to us lavishly through our Lord Jesus (John 15:9).  As Christ dwells within us in the person of 
the Holy Spirit, Jesus has asked us to remain in His love (John 15:10).  It is by our lives of love that we will be 
recognized as Jesus followers (John 13:34-35).  What a way to live! 

 So how do we live this life of love consistently?  We can begin by recognizing that the source of authentic 
love is God Himself.  He loves us beyond our ability to comprehend.  In fact, literally nothing can separate us 
from the love of God in Jesus Christ (Romans 8:38-39). 

 Love is the first of the Fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5:22-23).  When Jesus Christ lives in us in the person of 
the Holy Spirit, the first expression of his presence in us is love.  He gives us a capacity to love that far exceeds 
our natural ability.  Obviously, this love needs to be expressed to others beginning with our brothers and sisters 
in Christ (John 15:12-13).  The Church of Jesus Christ should be that wonderful community where brothers and 
sisters in Christ are loving one another continually with the love that Christ provides. 

 But our love needs to reach beyond loving one another as followers of Jesus.  God loves the entire world 
(John 3:16), and He desires for us to do the same by loving those around us as He loves them.  This is a great 
privilege and adventure.  In fact, this is what this training manual is all about. 

 Jesus has told us that we should love the Lord our God with all of our heart and soul and mind and strength 
– and that we should love our neighbours as we love ourselves (Mark 12:30-31).  This is not a mere suggestion.  
It is a command. In fact, Jesus said that this is the greatest of the commandments.   

 The question is, how do we love God with all of our hearts and love our neighbours as ourselves?  This 
manual, written by Willem Joubert, answers that question and will prepare you for living a wonderful lifestyle of 
loving others by praying, caring and sharing with them. 

 It is our prayer that literally millions of Jesus followers will begin to live this loving lifestyle of prayer-care-
share.  It could bring a great revolution of love that could result in revival in the Church and a great spiritual 
awakening and harvest in this nation and beyond!  That is our prayer! 

--Paul Cedar 

Chairman, LOVE2020 
Mission America Coalition (MAC) 
August 2014  
 
(Note: MAC and the U.S. Lausanne Committee has changed its name to 
The Table Coalition https://thetablecoalition.org/) 
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PREFACE TO THE L-10-T EQUIPPING MANUAL 

AN EXCITING LIFESTYLE-CHANGING EQUIPPING COURSE!   
 

L-10-T challenges you to a radical new lifestyle! L-10-T guides you into a lifestyle where you will follow Jesus 
Christ daily, wherever you go; a lifestyle in which it will be possible for each of you to imitate Him in your 
interaction with friends and strangers. A lifestyle of Prayer, Connect, Care & Share! 

L-10-T will allow the Holy Spirit to work in and through you in ways you never before thought possible. L-10-T 
will give your faith in Christ shoes to move out of your home or congregation to the workplace, your educational 
institutions or places of relaxation. 

I pray that YOU will take up this L-10-T challenge, wherever you go, from Monday to Sunday. That you may 
even be willing to do small things every day, which the Holy Spirit may use to do great things in the hearts of 
people who do not know Christ! 

You are invited to join thousands of Christ followers who have decided to reach out with the love of 
Jesus to their neighbours, friends, family, work associates, classmates, etc. We believe that every 
person on earth should have the opportunity of being authentically loved by at least one committed 
follower of Jesus Christ within this decade. Every person should know that God loves him or her and 
cares deeply about them. 

In this 5th edition (2021) L-10-T increases the focus on God, by urging believers to wait on Him. This balances, 
in the best way possible, any busyness created by doing L-10-T. We also increase the focus of L-10-T on your 
spouse, children and close family. The need for the focus inwards to the family may not be so necessary for 
many, but its impact is significant! 

L-10-T is sounding a trumpet to call God’s people to a simple and powerful lifestyle of praying, connecting, 
caring and sharing the love of Jesus Christ with those around us. Every Christian can enjoy this lifestyle – 
including you!  

In doing this you will become part of the L-10-T vision of 500 million Christians across the world reaching out to 
their communities with Jesus’ love and His wonderful message of salvation!   

There is no more time to lose, LET’S GO! 

 

Willem Joubert 
February 2021 
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HOW TO USE THIS EQUIPPING MANUAL 

This equipping manual may be used for L-10-T training (or study) by individuals or groups, such as Bible study 
or prayer groups. It can also be used to train entire congregations, Christians in businesses, or Christian school 
groups. (There is also a Youth Equipping Video/DVD: The L-10-T Lifestyle Video/DVD, which can be used for 
equipping of youth, the young at heart and people who cannot read. Currently only available in English and 
French – contact us – see back page for current information on language availability.) This video has a 
facilitators manual – if you download the video from YouTube, contact us if you need the manual to train others. 

 

L-10-T can be used by believers belonging to all Christian denominations: Main line to Charismatic; Evangelical 
to Pentecostal; Non-Denominational to Independent; Catholic to Orthodox; Anglican to … As long as the 
believer or congregation can say yes to at least the Creed of Nicaea and believe in the Bible as the Word of 
God, that believer can do L-10-T. (See the L-10-T Story – Annexure C.) 

 

The L-10-T training is ideal for congregations, home churches, cell groups, Sunday schools, businesses, school 
associations, transformation movements as well as individual believers from age 12 upwards. 

 

This equipping manual may be used by a facilitator equipping a group, where the group members may make 
use of the full equipping manual, or no manual or a shortened version (six A4/Letter pages - which is also 
available). 

 

The manual may be used in conjunction with the L-10-T Equipping and “How To” Videos, which are available 
separately. These are often Zoom or similar recordings. (Check with us for up to date information of languages 
available – at the time of printing of this manual). The equipping videos contain examples and other interactive 
material in addition to the material in this equipping manual. The equipping videos may be used in the place of 
a facilitator or by a facilitator as an additional teaching tool.  

 

Unit numbers in the manual agree with the unit numbers in the teaching videos (where available). 

 

There is also a Train-the-Trainer Equipping Manual available for those who want to train groups, congregations 
or businesses. We also have an equipping manual for those who want to train children from 4-14 years to do 
L-10-T. This manual in your hand is a pre-requisite for the Train-the-Trainer or children training manual to make 
most sense.   

 

Answers to fill-in questions are given at the back of the manual. 
 

This manual is prepared in SA English. Contact us at wjoubert@icon.co.za should you need a USA English 
manual or one for another country or in another language. Or, if you need any manual mentioned above. 
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Introduction 

L-10-T (Luke 10 Transformation) is an exciting and radical new way to follow Jesus (introduced by Jesus 
Himself almost 2 000 years ago!). It is for ordinary Christians older than 12 and younger than a 100 years old, 
and many under 12’s too. 

With L-10-T you and the Holy Spirit can preach the Good News wherever you are – at work, at school, at 
university, where you shop, on the sports fields, at the cinema, at home or when you visit with your friends –  

AND ONLY IF NECESSARY, USE WORDS! 
EVERYBODY CAN L-10-T! 

Let us look at what Jesus did: Jesus trained twelve disciples, who were ordinary people, to take His message 
to the ends of the earth. In Luke 10 He also sent seventy-two others (seventy in some translations) to take the 
message ahead of Him – again ordinary people, just like you and me, whose names we do not even know. In 
L-10-T they are the people whose example we follow for life today! 

& READ LUKE 10: 1-9   
1 After this the Lord appointed seventy-two others and sent them two by two ahead of him to every town and 
place where he was about to go. 2 He told them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the 
Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field. 3 Go! I am sending you out like 
lambs among wolves. 4 Do not take a purse or bag or sandals; and do not greet anyone on the road. 5 “When 
you enter a house, first say, ‘Peace to this house.’ 6 If a man of peace is there, your peace will rest on him; 
if not, it will return to you. 7 Stay in that house, eating and drinking whatever they give you, for the worker 
deserves his wages. Do not move around from house to house. 8 “When you enter a town and are welcomed, 
eat what is set before you. 9 Heal the sick who are there and tell them, ‘The kingdom of God is near you.’” 

 
WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Four steps can be extracted from Jesus’ commands in the above passage to give the ordinary Christian 
some guidelines on how to follow Jesus in society today. Various authors have named four to five 
different steps (See Bibliography and Annexure C: The L-10-T Story). We have used the four most 
common steps for you to start putting His commandments into practice! 

The steps are: 

Step 1: Bless 

Step 2: Build Relationships/Fellowship 

Step 3: Meet Needs 

Step 4: Tell about Jesus 
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TWO CRITERIA WERE SET IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF L-10-T: 
1. It must be possible for everyone older than 12 and younger than a 100 to do it (and we have L-10-T 

for preschool and primary school children as well!). 

2. You must be able to do it as you go about your normal life from Monday to Saturday (and Sundays as 
well!). There is no need to go to special meetings to L-10-T! 

QUALIFICATIONS TO L-10-T? 
A person should want to love Jesus and want to live a life that pleases Him.  

If that is you -  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(If you have time – watch the Introductory ± 12 minute L-10-T snippet on the “How-To” Video/DVD now – see 
Bibliography) 

With L-10-T we do not keep on talking – we start doing our faith! Try to start doing the L-10-T steps 
immediately! (This makes a lot of sense if your training is spread over several weeks.) 

 

YOU MAY START TO DO THE FOUR L-10-T STEPS AS FOLLOWS AT THIS STAGE: 
Step 1: Start by asking the Lord for His blessing, peace and love on all places and the people where you move during 
every day. Also on the tasks that you do. This is usually a silent prayer and mostly with open eyes! You may find 
many opportunities to pray this very powerful prayer daily. There is nothing more important in any moment for 
you to pray for someone you see – known or unknown, believer or not-yet-believer. 

Even if you have felt up to today, that you cannot really pray, Step 1, being mostly a silent prayer, is a prayer you 
can easily do in the Name of Jesus. Only you and the Lord knows and you can accept, for now, that He will love you 
praying that prayer to Him. Your eyes can be open, so no one around you will even now that you are praying and if 
you drive or walk (or jog) while praying it is essential to keep your eyes open. 

In its simplest form: “Lord, I pray that You will pour out Your blessing, love and peace on the Reader (or: the person 
walking over there; the people in that vehicle over there; the people in the train or bus with me; my 
wife/husband/children/father/mother/brother/sister; my house; that house/my workplace; this shop and so forth). In 
the Name of Jesus. Amen. 

Observe your own reactions. Do you remember to do it? How does it feel when you do? 

How do you feel if you see someone you do not like, who perhaps do not like you and abuse you with words and 
more? This may be a colleague at work, a supervisor, bully at school or in a recreational  setting, a family member. 
Are you managing to pray for God’s blessing on them? Observe your reaction. We will deal with these situations in 
greater detail later in this manual. 

Step 2: Observe the people around you at work, school or wherever you move during the day. Is there some of them 
needing Jesus’ salvation or His healing of the broken-hearted? You do this by observing their speech and actions – 

UNCERTAIN ABOUT YOUR SALVATION? 
If you feel at this stage that you are uncertain about your salvation, for 

example, whether you would go to heaven or hell if you would die today - 
please work through Annexure B: Knowing God - before continuing. 
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their “fruit”. Identify some that you feel you should build a relationship with to win them for Christ or back to Christ – 
no matter how hopeless the situation might look. 

If you have the opportunity to connect with such people, do it with great friendliness and empathy. You might identify 
some people, but may think you will never be able to connect with them them due to their rude or closed behaviour 
or due to your own personality – being shy and maybe introverted. Observe your thoughts and reactions. 

Remember, at this stage you only need to make the connection, even if it is just by identification or a short greeting. 
You do not have to tell about Jesus (unless you are used to do it). 

Observe your own behaviour while you are with people who do-not-yet know Christ as Saviour. Do you think your 
words and deeds will attract them to Christ or push them away if they know you are a believer? How does that make 
you feel about yourself? 

Step 3: Listen carefully to the talk about perceived needs of those around you. Maybe you see the need even though 
it is not mentioned. Endeavour to assist or encourage. Or you might want to place the situation in the hands of the 
Lord by Praying Now. You may do this silently or even by asking some if you may pray with them about the matter.  

Even if you do not hear about a need, you may Pray Now! Just ask someone: “If there was one thing I could 
Pray Now for you personally, what would it be?”  

What is their reaction? What is yours? 

Remember to also do Step 3 with members of your family. 

Step 4: Tell the Good News about Jesus’ salvation to people around you that need it, if this is what you normally 
do or can do.   
 
If this is not something you normally do openly, start to identify people with whom you would have done it if you could. 
This may include people other than those identified in Step 2. Pray that the Lord would save them and would bless 
them! This is the start of Take Five (doing L-10-T with five specific unsaved people whom you know). (You may 
have seen this on the How-To video!) How do you feel about them?  
 
As you start doing the four steps of L-10-T, REMEMBER GOD! At some time during your day as you have done 
some of the L-10-T steps, just stop for a moment, give what you have done to Him and be silent for a minute 
or so and WAIT on God. Then carry on. How did that make you feel about God? 
 

Note all your observations to share with your class, group or a close friend in faith. 

: Always be sensitive to cultural and legal aspects of sharing your faith in your country or 
community. Remember that you can always L-10-T because you can do the steps of L-10-T in silent mode every 
day and everywhere you go – even in the harshest circumstances. L-10-T is very powerful – even if done in silent 
mode. You will learn about the L-10-T effect in Unit 9. 

The fact that you are immediately starting to do what Jesus told the Luke 10 disciples to do, will assist you 
to make the learning experience in this course very personal and practical.  

You might feel, why should I do the four steps of L-10-T? You might be doing one or two 
of them already. 

In the next two chapters, Units 3 & 4, we will address the need for ALL BELIEVERS to live 
the L-10-T lifestyle. 
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WHY L-10-T? THE GREAT COMMISSION 

In Units 3 and 4 we investigate a few of Jesus’ commandments and see how those requirements are 
mirrored by our communities and by us. Throughout, we ask the question: Is there a need to live a life 
based on at least some of Jesus’ instructions? 

In most modern urban environments it appears as if the Church of Jesus Christ (as expressed in a multitude of 
denominations and congregations) is not making any impression on society. One finds numerous wonderful 
programs by individuals, groups or congregations to execute the commandments of Jesus in society (both to 
win souls and to take care of the needy). Unfortunately total transformation of a community (in that everyone 
would know Christ as Saviour and that the communities needs will be addressed) by the Church are often 
hindered because the task may be just too big, the resources (people, time, skills and money) too little and the 
programs many times sporadic, uncoordinated from a community perspective and not sustainable. This is often 
due to the fact that the different churches in the community do not work together in unity and purpose. The 
situation might vary from country to country and even in different regions within a country. 

Another reason is that almost 90% of the programs in some congregations are aimed internally and upward – 
they do excellent work, but care mainly for congregants and to worship the Lord. There is not enough focus on 
the needs and the salvation of all in their community.  

You may already take part in such community projects. Or you would like to, but it does not happen in your 
congregation. You also might feel that you do not have the time, resources or the calling, etc. 

What can be done to improve the Church’s and your impact on the community? Let us explore the matter further 
in this and the next unit! 

 
IN THIS UNIT WE LOOK AT JESUS’ GREAT COMMISSION 
 

Before Jesus went to heaven to be with the Father, He gave a very important instruction, called the Great 
Commission: 

19 “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son 
and of the Holy Spirit, 20 and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you.”  (Matt 28:19-20a) 

and 

8 “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in 
Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth." (Acts 1:8) 

 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGES?   
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

It is clear that the Great Commission is for ______________ and _______________ – so we need to be 
witnesses in our Jerusalem’s (our cities, towns and communities) too - even to witness to nominal (or name) 
Christians. A nominal Christian is not a disciple and needs to be one. 
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IS THERE REALLY A NEED FOR PEOPLE TO BE SAVED IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 
Nobody doubts the need for many people in the world to still be saved. Many countries are largely following 
non-Christian religions such as Islam, Hinduism or Buddhism. According to the 2010 edition of Operation World 
only 32,3% of the world’s population adhere to Christian religions.  

In this course we focus on the situation in your own community, city or region. You may be in a community that 
largely follows non-Christian religions or is atheistic. Then your Great Commission task is clear.  

You might, however, be in a so-called Christian country or community where many of the Christians are not 
practicing their faith anymore, or are only nominal Christians. Then it is often difficult to determine how large 
the need for people to be saved is. It often comes as a shock to people in such communities to realize how 
many people still need to have a living relationship with Jesus in their communities. 

 

YOU NEED TO KNOW THE SITUATION IN YOUR COMMUNITY! 
In the section on determining statistics at the end of this unit we give some guidelines to determine the number 
or percentage people in your country, region, city or community that needs to be saved. As individual Christian 
or congregation this is vital information to plan your role in the execution of the Great Commission in 
your community! 

Let us use Kenya as an example. Even though about 85,4% of Burundians are Christian according to the 2010 
Operation World, analysis shows that almost 5 out of every 10 Kenyans do not have an active relationship 
with Jesus Christ as Saviour and are probably spiritually lost! This is a national crisis for Kenya! The harvest 
in Kenya is indeed large! 

There are three main groupings of people in Kenya who need to be reached for Christ (the harvest) (totalling 
51,3% of the population or about 24,4 million people): 

Ø Those who are Christians in name only, but are not living their faith (about 33,7% of the population). 

Ø Those professing false religions (17,3% = 7,1% ethno-religionist; 8,5% Muslim; 1,0% Baha’i and 0,7% 
other smaller religious groupings).  

Ø The atheists (0,3%). 

Similar analysis can be done for your country, state, city or community. The following Table 3.1 reflects the 
situation in some areas of the world. (The statistics in the table is explained in Annexure I.) Fill in your 
approximation of the situation in your community, region or country. If you do not know the situation in your 
community, region or country, use the guidelines in Annexure I to determine it. Please note that in the table we 
use the words “Active Christians” to denote real believers. “Nominal Christians” are Christians in name only. 

In general historically Christianized nations or communities reflect statistics similar to those of South Africa, 
East Africa, USA or Europe. In Europe it is shocking that some predictions based on birth rate, immigration and 
growth of religions estimate that Europe will be more than 50% Muslim by 2050! If the birth-rate of the Muslim 
or non-Christian religions exceed the growth of Christianity, then the negative impact over time is disastrous. 
This is an important reason for every believer in every country to be a worker in the harvest daily! 

Please note that only the Lord knows who are really saved. There will be Christians in heaven from all 
denominations which preach a Biblical Christianity - from Roman Catholic, Anglican and Orthodox to Protestant, 
Pentecostal, Charismatic and house churches! These statistics are at best approximations and are only useful 
to direct our attention to action needed. 
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Table 3.1: Proportional distribution of faith and level of faith in the world and some countries and 
regions 

Description World 

(Operatio
n World -
– OW 
2010) 

Uganda 

(OW & 
Est.) 

DRC 

(OW & 
Est.) 

Tanzania 

(OW & 
Estimate) 

Kenya 

(OW & 
Est.) 

Burundi 

(OW & 
Est.) 

Your 
Com-
munity/ 
City/ 
Country: 

Active church 
going Christians 

 

 

7,9% 

(low 
estimate) 

 

37% 

 

19% 

 

17,9%  

45,7% 
(high 
est.) 

 27%  

Active non-church 
going Christians 

1%  

 

1% 1% (Est.) 3% (high 
est.) 

2% 
(est.) 

 

Nominal Christians 
(not saved) 

24,4% 

(high 
estimate) 

46,8% 72% 35,1% 33,7% 61,4%  

Other (false) 
religions 

54,0% 14,7%* 7,6%* 45,6% * 17,3% 9,5%  

Atheists 13,6% 0,5% 0,4% 0,4%  0,3% 0,1%  

Unspecified 0,1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%  

Population  

millions 

7 874 

(Google 
world 
pop. 
2021)  

44,3 

(2019 
World 
Bank) 
 

86,8 

(2019 
World 
Bank) 
 

56,3 

(2018 
estimate) 

47,6 

(2019 
census) 

11,53 

(2019 
World 
Bank) 

 

* Detail of False Religions for these three countries at the end of Annexure I 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In general, it can be said that the harvest is large in most communities of the world. 

Christ’s heart is for every lost sheep. We need to reach them – in our communities (Jerusalem’s), in our 
countries (Judea’s), in our neighbouring countries (Samaria’s) and to every far away country and last people 
group (the ends of the earth). 

 
WHO IS GOING TO REACH THE LOST IN YOUR COUNTRY OR COMMUNITY? 
How many evangelists or missionaries work fulltime in your community? How many congregations do regular 
evangelistic outreaches?  Is it enough to reach the harvest in your community or country in the next 10 years? 
20 Years? 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Many Christians say: The ministers, Christian leaders and those who have the gift of evangelism should do the 
job. We (might) tithe – let them do the work! The truth is that in general, ministers already overextend themselves 
with their congregational ministry, and the leaders or active members of congregations (usually 10-20% of the 
average congregation) often serve on more than one program or committee and are also overextended. 

 

! HOW WELL IS YOUR CONGREGATION (OR GROUP) DOING THE GREAT 
COMMISSION? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

It is clear that the harvest around us is huge and that there are too few workers in the harvest! 

 

WHERE ARE WE GOING TO FIND MORE WORKERS TO WORK IN THE HARVEST? 
At the birth of Christianity Jesus was concerned about the same issue: 

& READ LUKE 10:2-3 
2 He told them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to 
send out workers into his harvest field. 3 Go! I am sending you out like lambs among wolves.” 

His instruction is clear – firstly, _____ for workers to be sent, and secondly, ____!   

We understand the command to pray (but many do not do it), whereas many Christians are uncertain on how 
they should “go” or “do” something (if at all). 

 

 

 
 

 

! HOW WELL ARE YOU PRACTICING THE GREAT COMMISSION? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What score out of ten do you think Jesus would give you today for your execution of the Great Commission? 
__________ 

A person needs the gift of evangelism to be able to serve effectively in one of the traditional direct evangelism 
programs (such as evangelistic crusades, Jesus Film teams, missionaries, house-to-house evangelism). 

If you are not already doing it, commit NOW to 
PRAY NOW regularly for workers in the harvest of 

souls – in your community and in the world. 
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Research (amongst others, on spiritual gift courses) shows that about 4% of congregants (attending the 
courses) have the gift of evangelism. Many of those who have this gift are, however, not equipped to do 
it! 

What can the other 96% do? Many of the 96% who do not have the gift of direct evangelization, think they 
can play no role as evangelists.  

So, it almost seems as if there is no clear source of additional available workers in the harvest!  

By analysis it seems as if the only available Christian workers (not being otherwise engaged in specific Christian 
actions) are (note that these may overlap): 

• The 80-90% real Christians who are inactive in their congregations; 

• The inactive non-church-attending real Christians; 

• Any Christian who have the gift of evangelism, but are not using it! 

• Any Christian (the 96%) who do not have the gift of direct evangelism and who do not know how they 
can assist to evangelize those around them.  

 

THE QUESTION IS: HOW CAN WE EQUIP THE 96% TO BECOME EVANGELISTS?  
The first step is for ordinary Christians to realize that they are in fulltime ministry and can and should work 
daily to advance the Kingdom of God. This is especially vital in countries or communities where there 
are a small number of Christians – we need EVERY possible worker to be effective in the harvest field. 

Many Christians do not think of themselves as called by God to fulltime ministry to advance His Kingdom. The 
perception exists that only the fulltime ministers are called fulltime. The congregational leadership are on a 
slightly lower level and the ordinary congregant still lower. Children are on the lowest rank or no rank!  Scripture, 
however, supports the view that all Christians should be in ministry: 

& READ EPHESIANS 4:11-12 
11 And He Himself gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors and 
teachers, 12 for the equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ. 
(NKJV) 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

It is clear that there are special levels - apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers (in congregations 
and in the marketplace). Their task is to equip the ordinary believers for their work of ministry.  So being a 
believer is not ordinary – you are fulltime in ministry!   

When should it be done? As most of the saints are working - either at school, home or in the marketplace – it 
follows that they should preferably work where they are. Ephesians 4:12 also clearly indicates that all 
Christians are in full-time ministry (without a retirement plan!) and they should be equipped to do that.  

 

 

 You, as believer, are firstly a fulltime minister of God 
wherever you move or work. Secondly, you are a 

secretary, IT specialist, manager, student or homemaker.   
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Part of your ministry is to build the Body of Christ by executing the Great Commission. You also have other 
duties (we look at some in Unit 4), but the great shortage of workers in a huge potential harvest drives us to 
have everyone as a worker in the harvest! 

For the purposes of L-10-T we define the believers with the gift of evangelism (see Eph. 4:11 above) as 
“direct evangelists” – also calling them the “4%”. 

We are also saying that part of the general full-time ministry of ALL believers is evangelism - “doing 
the great Commission”. We call the 96% believers executing that role “evangelists”. The L-10-T program, 
amongst other things, shows the 96% how to evangelize within their own capability and gifting from God. 

The second step is to see how we can equip this multitude of “new” full-time ministers to execute the 
Great Commission. 

To be specific about what they should actually do, let us consider how well different types of evangelism work. 

Recent research (in a large Asian Muslim country) shows that only 4% of the people who come to Christ do so 
as a result of direct evangelistic methods. 78% come to Christ as a result of a series of interactions or 
relationships with ordinary Christians (Source: Steve Capper – Mission Houston).  

This is confirmed by a study in the USA that found that 75-90% of people come to Christ as the result of 
interaction with a friend or relative (Peel & Larimore, Going Public with your faith).  

Furthermore, Peel & Larimore report that the 75-90% move through about 18 micro-decisions from being anti-
Christian to being committed disciples (see Annexure K). Ordinary Christians, meeting these people along the 
way, assist them in finding answers to their questions. Or … they might drive them away from Christ by 
exhibiting bad behaviour, which is then associated with “Christians”.  

We are like magnets! What we do amongst non-Christians might attract non-Christians towards Christ or drive 
them away from Christ! 

This research reinforces the tremendous importance of our behaviour as Christians in our everyday 
life! 

All of us are ____________ - whether we are aware of it or not. The importance of building _______________ 
with non-believers to show them the way to Christ as Saviour, is also clear. 

IN SUMMARY: THE IMPACT OF THE L-10-T STEPS:  

Step 4 for the 4%: We can see that it is critical to identify, equip and encourage the 4% direct evangelists in 
the Body of Christ to act directly as evangelists wherever they go daily. They might also me on the mission field 
or holding evangelistic crusades or doing door-to-door evangelism etc. There are experienced direct evangelists 
who told the author that they think they will be eight times more effective using L-10-T. 

We also see that L-10-T’s Step 2: Building Relationships/Fellowshipping/Connecting with not-yet-
believers in normal daily life plays an important role to attract not-yet-believers to Christ. Every believer – 4% 
and 96% can do that. We also see the importance of believers living Christ-like lives (as shown in Step 2) – 
our unrepentant sin as Christians in public life pushes not-yet-believers away from Christ! 

Step 3: There are few things that you, as a believer, can do which attract the attention of not-yet-believers so 
much as when you assist them in their time of need, or encourage them or Pray Now with them. 

Step  1: The impact on a community where believers pray for the blessing of the Lord to be on all people and 
all places where they move everyday of their lives cannot be expressed in human terms. The reason is that the 
Lord answers the prayers of His children. The act of praying for others (even silent prayer) effects the pray-er 
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and his relationship with God and the person or place prayed for and their relationship with God. Many of the 
people prayed for during any day may be not-yet-believers or struggling believers (you may mostly not even 
know). The only thing we know, as we will learn in the training, is that not one prayer will not have some effect. 

Step 4 for the 96%: The 96% starts to be evangelists by doing Steps 1, 2 and 3 daily everywhere (many times 
without speaking a word about Jesus to not-yet-believers). L-10-T prepares them to ensure that their testimony 
and the gospel are shared when requested by not-yet-believers. They can lead in the sinners prayer and can 
assist new believers on the road to salvation and discipleship. 

All L-10-T-ers Take Five (part of Step 4):  Each one chooses five people they know who needs Jesus as 
Saviour and do the first 3 steps of L-10-T on them daily until they accept Jesus as Saviour or are ready.  

!  how you will approach the task of evangelism in your city, town or community with 
reference to the information discussed in the lesson thus far. Also take into account your cultural and 
legal setting. Perhaps the situation is different in your congregation or community – discuss!  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

! What will your individual role be? 
___________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

It is clear that we need ways whereby we can involve all Christians every day of their lives to be salt & light 
wherever they go (Mat 5:13-16). L-10-T assists all believers in an easy way to live such lives. 

Hebrews 12:15 (NKJV) encourages us to excellence with regard to the people around us: Looking carefully 
lest anyone fall short of the grace of God. 

BELIEVERS THAT MAY USE L-10-T AS A WAY TO ENSURE THAT THEY HAVE IMPACT:  
Ø It is a tool that may be used by the 96% who have not got the gift of evangelism! 

Ø It may be used by those who want to be obedient to the Go! Command in the Great Commission and 
Luke 10:3, but do not know how. 

Ø It can be used by non-church going Christians to actively execute the Great Commission, even though 
they are not part of a congregation or house church. 

Ø It is basic training for ministry outside the congregation and home, i.e. wherever the Lord has placed you. 

Ø It can also be used by people with the gift of direct evangelism for greater effectiveness (in the sense of 
touching many more people with God’s love). 

Ø It can be used effectively by all Christians in all countries regardless of the cultural and legal setting. 

We will explore L-10-T’s possibilities as we go through its steps in detail in Units 5-8. But next … 

We will look at this in Unit 4.  
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WHY L-10-T? FOLLOWING JESUS 
Let us look at some of the other key commandments Jesus gave us as his disciples or followers: 

Jesus had a perfect relationship with His Father God. He lived a perfect lifestyle for the Father. He took our sin 
on Him and died for us. His only requirement was that we should imitate His lifestyle!   

He put it bluntly: 

& READ LUKE 14:26-28, 33  
26 “If anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and mother, his wife and children, his brothers and 
sisters—yes, even his own life—he cannot be my disciple. 27 And anyone who does not carry his cross and 
follow me cannot be my disciple. 28 “Suppose one of you wants to build a tower. Will he not first sit down 
and estimate the cost to see if he has enough money to complete it? … 33 In the same way, any of you who 
does not give up everything he has cannot be my disciple.” (Also refer to Matt 10:37-39) 

And He put it invitingly: 

& READ MATTHEW 11:28-30  
28 “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. 29 Take my yoke upon you 
and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. 30 For my yoke 
is easy and my burden is light.” 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGES?   
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

To follow Jesus, we need to plan and count the ___________.   

! HOW ARE YOU FOLLOWING JESUS IN YOUR CURRENT LIFESTYLE? 

____________________________________________ 

! WHAT CHANGES DO YOU THINK YOU SHOULD MAKE IN YOUR LIFESTYLE TO REALLY FOLLOW 
JESUS? 

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

! ARE YOU WILLING TO PAY THE PRICE TO MAKE THESE CHANGES? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

By adopting the L-10-T lifestyle, the believer focuses His eyes on Jesus multiple times daily, by praying for 
His blessing, peace and love on all types of people, connecting with all people with the eyes of an evangelist, 
listening to their stories and preparing for an opportunity to tell His story. We also care for people in their need 
as He commanded us. 
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Listen to His heart as He explains what is important and tells us that our focus should be the Kingdom of God, 
and going about His business. 

& READ LUKE 12:29-38 (NKJV) 
29 And do not seek what you should eat or what you should drink, nor have an anxious mind. 30 For all these 
things the nations of the world seek after, and your Father knows that you need these things. 31 But seek 
the kingdom of God, and all these things shall be added to you. 32 Do not fear, little flock, for it is your 
Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom. 33 Sell what you have and give alms; provide yourselves 
money bags which do not grow old, a treasure in the heavens that does not fail, where no thief approaches 
nor moth destroys. 34 For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also. 35 Let your waist be girded 
and your lamps burning; 36 and you yourselves be like men who wait for their master, when he will return 
from the wedding, that when he comes and knocks they may open to him immediately. 37 Blessed are those 
servants whom the master, when he comes, will find watching. Assuredly, I say to you that he will gird 
himself and have them sit down to eat, and will come and serve them. 38 And if he should come in the second 
watch, or come in the third watch, and find them so, blessed are those servants. 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGE?   
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

We have to focus our lives on a searching for and advancement of the 
_________________________________ and should be constantly busy with it as our ________ priority. 

By adopting the L-10-T lifestyle, we as believers are truly like servants seeking for and advancing God’s 
Kingdom, while awaiting our Master to return. The L-10-T lifestyle makes it easy and rewarding! 

JESUS SUMMARIZED ALL GODS LAWS AND COMMANDS IN TWO GREAT COMMANDMENTS.  
 

& READ MATTHEW 22:37-40 
37 “Jesus replied: ‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.’ 
38 This is the first and greatest commandment. 39 And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbour as 
yourself.’ 40 All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments.”  

The Great Commandments regulate our relationship with _______________ and with 
_____________________. 

Doing the four L-10-T steps daily everywhere we go really enables us to live “love your neighbour” 

Jesus’ emphasis on other people who are less fortunate than us becomes clear in MATTHEW 25:31-46, 
where we get a clear picture of what will happen on Judgment Day. There can be no misunderstanding as to 
what Jesus meant regarding our love and service to those less fortunate than us: 

31 “When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, he will sit on his throne in heavenly 
glory. 32 All the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate the people one from another as a 
shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. 33 He will put the sheep on his right and the goats on his left. 
34 Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my Father; take your 
inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world. 35 For I was hungry and you gave 
me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me 
in, 36 I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison and you came 
to visit me.’ 37 Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or 
thirsty and give you something to drink? 38 When did we see you a stranger and invite you in, or needing 
clothes and clothe you? 39 When did we see you sick or in prison and go to visit you?’ 40 The King will reply, 
‘I tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me.’ 41 Then 
he will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you who are cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the 
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devil and his angels. 42 For I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me 
nothing to drink, 43 I was a stranger and you did not invite me in, I needed clothes and you did not clothe 
me, I was sick and in prison and you did not look after me.’ 44 They also will answer, ‘Lord, when did we see 
you hungry or thirsty or a stranger or needing clothes or sick or in prison, and did not help you?’ 45 He will 
reply, ‘I tell you the truth, whatever you did not do for one of the least of these, you did not do for me.’ 46 
Then they will go away to eternal punishment, but the righteous to eternal life.” 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGE?   
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

WHICH “LESS FORTUNATE” ONES DID JESUS CARE ABOUT? 
__________________ 

__________________ 

__________________ 

__________________ 

__________________ 

__________________ 

In verses 41-46 Jesus makes it clear that where these people are despised, the despisers indirectly are despising 
___________ himself. 

 

HE EMPHASIZES AND EXPANDS THIS COMMAND AS FOLLOWS: 

& READ JAMES 1:27 
27 Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in their 
distress and to keep oneself from being polluted by the world. 

And Jesus explains the concept “neighbour” in detail in Luke 10: 

& READ LUKE 10:29-37 
29 But he, wanting to justify himself, said to Jesus, “And who is my neighbour?" 30 Then Jesus answered 
and said: “A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among thieves, who stripped him of 
his clothing, wounded him, and departed, leaving him half dead. 31 Now by chance a certain priest came 
down that road. And when he saw him, he passed by on the other side. 32 Likewise a Levite, when he arrived 
at the place, came and looked, and passed by on the other side. 33 But a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed, 
came where he was. And when he saw him, he had compassion. 34 So he went to him and bandaged his 
wounds, pouring on oil and wine; and he set him on his own animal, brought him to an inn, and took care of 
him. 35 On the next day, when he departed, he took out two denarii, gave them to the innkeeper, and said to 
him, 'Take care of him; and whatever more you spend, when I come again, I will repay you.' 36 So which of 
these three do you think was neighbour to him who fell among the thieves?" 37 And he said, “He who showed 
mercy on him." Then Jesus said to him, "Go and do likewise." 

 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGE?   
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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L-10-T STEP 3 FOCUSES US DAILY, EVERYWHERE WE GO ON THE PEOPLE IN NEED AROUND 
US. WE IDENTIFY THEM, ASSIST THEM, ENCOURAGE THEM AND PRAY TO GOD TO ASSIST 
THEM IF WE CANNOT. IN ADDITION WE PRAY FOR GOD’S BLESSING ON THEM AND TAKE 
CARE THAT THEY WOULD NOT MISS HIS SALVATION (STEPS 1, 2, 4). 
 
! HOW WELL ARE YOU PRACTICING THE SECOND GREAT COMMANDMENT CONCERNING 
CARE FOR THE LESS FORTUNATE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What score out of 10 do you think Jesus will give you today: _____  

Would living L-10-T increase your score?  _____ 
 
 
WHAT ABOUT THE FIRST GREAT COMMANDMENT? 

& READ MATTHEW 7:21 -23 
21 “Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only he who does the 
will of my Father who is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in 
your name, and in your name drive out demons and perform many miracles?’ 23 Then I will tell them plainly, 
‘I never knew you. Away from me, you evildoers!’” 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGE?   
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

GOD doesn’t want us in the first place to do great deeds in His Name – no, He is more concerned about the 
fact that He may _____________ us. 

One of the easiest ways to know the LORD and to be known by Him, is through regular 

__________________ with Him through  _________________. 

Always remember that our relationship with the Lord of the works, comes before the works!! 

WHERE DO YOU THINK YOU ARE STANDING IN YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

WAITING ON GOD 

A less well-known form of prayer is Waiting on God. By waiting on God during times of prayer we allow God 
to speak to us. He does it in the quiet of our waiting, or through Scripture that He brings to mind, or through our 
thoughts as we focus on Him in silence, or through other people (later), or through a still voice in our minds, or 
through indescribable peace or joy and through other ways that He might choose for us. If we do not wait on 
Him, however, we might miss this experience of Him knowing us.  

Our waiting begins by quieting the activities of nature and being still before God; it bows and seeks to see 
God in His universal and almighty operation, alone able and always ready to work all good; it yields itself 
to God in the assurance that He is working and will work in us; it maintains this place of humility and 
stillness and surrender until the Spirit infuses us with the faith that He will perfect His work. If we pray like 
this, our waiting will indeed become the strength and the joy of the soul. Life will become one deep blessed 
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cry: “My soul, wait only on God!” (From Day 2 of Andrew Murray’s book Waiting on God – see Bibliography 
and Annexure M) 

In L-10-T we encourage regular times of waiting on God in all four steps. 

In our prayers in Steps 1, 3 and 4 we talk to God daily, everywhere we go. In our silence before Him – 
as often as we can after praying or by just waiting on Him – He reaches out and touches us with 
His wondrous love. 

 
And now for the ultimate “marriage” (or convergence) of the Great Commandments: 

& READ JOHN 15:9-17 
9 “As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Now remain in my love. 10 If you obey my commands, 
you will remain in my love, just as I have obeyed my Father’s commands and remain in his love. 11 I have 
told you this so that my joy may be in you and that your joy may be complete. 12 My command is this: Love 
each other as I have loved you. 13 Greater love has no one than this, that he lay down his life for his friends. 
14 You are my friends if you do what I command. 15 I no longer call you servants, because a servant does 
not know his master’s business. Instead, I have called you friends, for everything that I learned from my 
Father I have made known to you. 16 You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you to go and 
bear fruit--fruit that will last. Then the Father will give you whatever you ask in my name. 17 This is my 
command: Love each other.” 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGE?   
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Jesus puts the second of the Great Commandments on an even higher level by saying we must love 
one another as _________ loved __________. 

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO TO BE CALLED HIS ”FRIEND”?  
We ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

It is also clear that Jesus’ meaning is that we should obey His commandments because we love Him and others, 
not because we are following laws. 

! ARE YOU BEARING FRUIT THAT WILL LAST?  
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

THE STEPS OF L-10-T REALLY ASSISTS US TO BEAR FRUIT THAT WILL LAST! 

SUMMARY: It is clear that following Jesus is a daily task of love, focused on His commandments, a search for 
the kingdom of heaven and love for others and the triune God. There is no doubt that each believer should be 
fulltime in ministry – you are called and sent! 

 
THE QUESTION AFTER COMPLETION OF UNITS 3 AND 4 IS: 
Is there a way for me as an individual or us as a congregation, school or a business, to effectively reach 
the harvest, which is around us in our cities, towns or regions? A way that is possible for ALL Christians 
to follow? Is there a way in which we may also simultaneously execute Jesus’ commandments to follow 
and imitate Him and to be able to love and care for people around us? 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

IS L-10-T PERHAPS SUCH A WAY? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

If you agree that L-10-T IS such a way, and/or want to explore its possibilities deeper – let us investigate 
each of its steps. 
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STEP 1: BLESS 

The first step is to ask the blessing, peace or love of the LORD on 
every place and its people wherever you go during the week. Also 
on every task you do. 

What is the meaning of praying for the LORD’s blessing or peace on 
a person or place? 

The LORD’s blessing or peace brings _______________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

To better understand GOD’s concept of His blessing on nations, 
groups and individuals, let us 

&READ DEUTERONOMY 28:1-9, 13  
1 If you fully obey the Lord your God and carefully follow all his commands I give you today, the Lord your 
God will set you high above all the nations on earth. 2 All these blessings will come upon you and accompany 
you if you obey the Lord your God: 3 You will be blessed in the city and blessed in the country. 4 The fruit 
of your womb will be blessed, and the crops of your land and the young of your livestock—the calves of your 
herds and the lambs of your flocks. 5 Your basket and your kneading trough will be blessed. 6 You will be 
blessed when you come in and blessed when you go out. 7 The Lord will grant that the enemies who rise up 
against you will be defeated before you. They will come at you from one direction but flee from you in seven. 
8 The Lord will send a blessing on your barns and on everything you put your hand to. The Lord your God 
will bless you in the land he is giving you. 9 The Lord will establish you as his holy people … 13 The Lord 
will make you the head, not the tail. If you pay attention to the commands of the Lord your God that I give 
you this day and carefully follow them, you will always be at the top, never at the bottom.  

 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The greatest blessings which we received from the Triune God are all the blessings of the Holy Spirit which 
we received when Father blessed us in Christ (Eph.1:3)! In L-10-T our total focus is to distribute these spiritual 
and other blessings to all people around us!  

There is nothing more wonderful for a person, organization, city or country than the LORD’s 
________________.  

The wonderful thing is that in L-10-T we do not ask the Lord’s blessing for ourselves, we ask Him to bless the 
places and people where we go! We also ask His blessings on the tasks we do. 

What this step 1, asking the Lord’s blessing, is not: It is not saying, “I bless you” or “I bless this place.” 
Although you might be using the word “bless” in such a way, it is not how we use it in L-10-T. 

 

In L-10-T we pray to the Lord, for Him to bless the person or place. Or if we speak to someone we may 
say: “May the Lord’s blessing be on you today.” 
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Examples of doing L-10-T step 1 are to ask the LORD for His blessing, peace and love to rest on the place 
(organization), its management, employees, clients, fellow students, participants, family and whoever else there 
may be. When queuing you may also use the time effectively to ask the Lord’s blessing on the people around 
you.  When you drive around (as driver or passenger), ask the Lord’s blessing on the place and its people as 
you enter a city, town, county or suburb. 

This will usually be a silent prayer, often with your eyes wide open. With L-10-T you want to see the places 
and people you are praying for! You usually do this prayer alone, but it is good to do it with someone who is 
with you, or with the passengers in your vehicle if they are Christians. 

This prayer is an expression of the second Great Commandment. The most wonderful prayer you may pray for 
someone is the LORD’s blessing, peace or loving touch. 

You may extend the prayer of blessing for a person by asking the Lord to bless the person’s (note the BLESS 
acronym): 

• Body  –  health, protection, strength 

• Labour  –  work, income, security 

• Emotions –  joy, peace, hope, love 

• Social  relationships – marriage, family relationships, friends, neighbours, 
colleagues 

• Spiritual relationship –  salvation, faith, grace, mercy, spiritual growth, 
forgiveness of sin (Neh. 1:6-9) 

Further information: see the chapters on prayers for blessing for employer, employee, husband/wife, and 
children in the book Practical Prayer by Bennie Mostert (See Bibliography). 

 
THE IMPORTANCE AND PRIORITY OF PRAYING FOR PEOPLE ARE CONFIRMED BY: 

& READ 1 TIMOTHY 2:1-3 
1 I urge, then, first of all, that requests, prayers, intercession and thanksgiving be made for everyone— 2 for 
kings and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness and holiness. 3 
This is good, and pleases God our Saviour. 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The LORD is serious that in the __________ place we should offer different ___________ for all people and 
especially those in positions of ______________. 

THE PRAYER FOR GOD’S BLESSING IS ON A VERY HIGH LEVEL. 
Although the case for us praying God’s blessing on people has been made – we have even seen that prayer 
for people – yes, all people, is good and please God our Saviour. 

BUT … THERE IS MORE: 
In Numbers 6:22-27 (ESV) we find the Aaronic priestly blessing: 

The Lord spoke to Moses, saying, “Speak to Aaron and his sons, saying, Thus you shall bless the people of 
Israel: you shall say to them, 

The Lord bless you and keep you; 
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 the Lord make his face to shine upon you and be gracious to you; 

 the Lord lift up his countenance upon you and give you peace. 

 So shall they put my name upon the people of Israel, and I will bless them.”  (My bold.) 

 

In 1 Peter 2:4-10 (ESV) we find the following (I only give an excerpt - verses 5, 9-10): “You yourselves like living 
stones are being built up as a spiritual house, to be a holy priesthood, to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable 
to God through Jesus Christ. … But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for his 
own possession, that you may proclaim the excellencies of him who called you out of darkness into his 
marvellous light. Once you were not a people, but now you are God's people; once you had not received mercy, 
but now you have received mercy.”  (My bold.) 

 

So in L-10-T step 1 every believer, a holy priesthood (1 Peter 2:5), now do multiple times per day what God 
commanded His priests to do to those around them. And as we ask God’s blessing, we are putting His Name 
on that person and He promises to bless them (Numbers 6:27 – bold above). Jesus Christ, Himself, is our 
High Priest, one who is seated at the right hand of the throne of Majesty in heaven (Hebrews 8:1). 

 

Oh, dear L-10-T-er, ask the Lord to your heart to grasp the wonder of the blessing, 
the wonder of you doing it every day, everywhere and the fact that 

God WILL put His Name on those people and places! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IS PRAYING FOR PLACES (ORGANIZATIONS, CITIES, ETC.) IMPORTANT? 
 

& READ JEREMIAH 29:7  
7 And seek the peace of the city where I have caused you to be carried away captive, 
and pray to the Lord for it; for in its peace you will have peace. (NKJV) 

What strikes you most about this passage? 

PRAYING FOR THE LOST 

As we pray for people’s spiritual relationship with the Lord, salvation for the lost is priority one.  
2 Corinthians 4:3-4 says 

“And even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing. In their case the 
god of this world has blinded the minds of the unbelievers, to keep them from seeing the 
light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God.” 

The Holy Spirit removes the veil if we plead to God to do this. We may also plead that God 
will forgive their sin, because Jesus has already paid the price. Your prayer is vital for the 
salvation of the Lost! Then, we can speak the gospel (step 4) to them! 

See Praying effectively for the Lost by Lee E. Thomas  (Bibliography) 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The LORD is serious about our seeking the peace of any ____________ we go to, even if we do not want to 
be there, and commands us to pray for it, because in its _______________ we will find our _______________. 

Based on the above it should therefore not surprise us that everyone carrying out this step reports how they 
experience the Lord’s peace in their lives. 

As you start to do L-10-T Step 1 you may find that your biggest problem is simply forgetting to do it. Do 
whatever you can to remind you of Step 1 (e.g. a note in your car or at your desk). Also pray immediately for 
the blessing of the Lord on those places where you have forgotten to do it, as soon as you remember! You have 
to become used to this new way of living! 

BUT I CANNOT PRAY? HOW WOULD I DO IT? 
The Step 1 prayer is simply you talking to God and asking Him to bless or love the person or place or give them 
His peace. It is between you and God and is normally silent and is for practical reasons done with open eyes. 
So you can do it while walking or driving and in the midst of many people or a formal meeting. 

Let me illustrate: You see someone walking, driving or people in a bus or train and pray that God will bless 
them: 

You pray: “Lord, I pray that you will bless him/her/them. In the Name of Jesus. Amen.” If you want to expand 
you may! 

Also specifically for the Lost (but you do not know the person): “Lord, I pray that you will bless him/her. If 
he/she already knows Jesus and are saved, that You will draw him/her closer to You. If he/she does not yet 
know You as Lord and Saviour, that You will send a worker in the harvest/the gospel message across his/her 
path and open his/her eyes to accept Your salvation through the Holy Spirit. In the Name of Jesus. Amen.” If 
you want to expand you may! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BUT IT SOMETIMES FEEL LONELY AS I PRAY MANY TIME DURING EVERY DAY FOR MANY 
PEOPLE (MOST I DO NOT KNOW), PLACES AND TASKS. DOES GOD ACTUALLY HEAR ME? 
 

We know for a fact that He loves that we in the first place pray, make requests, intercede and give thanks for 
all people including those in authority (1 Tim 2:1-3). 

We are also not alone in this as holy and royal priests? In Hebrews 7:24-25 (ESV) we read of Jesus: “But he 
holds his priesthood permanently, because he continues forever. Consequently, he is able to save to the 
uttermost those who draw near to God through him, since he always live to make intercession for them.” Jesus 
intercedes for you as you intercede for others! 

 ALSO ON THE TASKS WE DO! 

Praying for the blessing and guidance of God on and in every task you do – at work, at 
school, at home, in sport, in relaxation, in religious activities, in courtship, in marriage, in 

going to sleep – ensures that you proclaim your dependence on Him in everything all 
through every day. Thank Him when you are finished! 
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And that is not all: The Holy Spirit helps us with our prayers, improve and pray them for us at the highest level! 
“Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness. For we do not know what to pray for as we ought, but the Spirit 
himself intercedes for us with groanings too deep for words. And he who searches hearts knows what is the 
mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for the saints according to the will of God.”    Romans 8:26-27 
(ESV) 

 

 

 

 

WHY DO YOU NOT SAY THAT WE SHOULD GO TWO-TWO TO DO L-10-T AS JESUS DID IN LUKE 
10? 
The sending of the disciples in Luke 10 happened before the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. We now have the 
Holy Spirit with us as we Pray Now and as we Go every day wherever we go. Every one of us doing L-10-T 
now has the Holy Spirit with him/her as they Go! So there are two – we are not alone! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DO NOT HESITATE! PRAY NOW!  
PRAY NOW is a clarion call throughout L-10-T to take action IMMEDIATELY! There is too 

little time to wait and now we know we CAN. 
The only waiting to be done is on The Lord! 

 

How do we wait on the Lord as we PRAY NOW? 

The PRAY NOW prayer for the blessing of the Lord on people, places, tasks, the lost, for 
protection and BLESS is usually done on the move. However, it is good to Wait on the 
Lord wherever you can for a moment – your silence before Him acknowledges in a 
special way that you depend on Him to do what is in His heart for that person, place or 
task that you just prayed for or prayed for in the last “time period” (e.g. 2 hours). 

It is astounding how such a period of silence can change your or their world! 

 

PRAYING FOR PROTECTION 

Another item that you may add to your prayers for the people you see around you is to pray for 
their protection. Jesus also included this in the Our Father prayer. In 1 Peter 5:8-9 the Bible 
describes our adversary as a roaring lion that prowls seeking to devour us. We have to resist 
him through our faith.  

So let us pray for the protection of the people we see (believers, unbelievers or unknown)  
from the devil and his demons, the world’s systems as it impacts them (through transportation, 
government, civil service, education, science of all kinds, criminals, police and justice, etc.) and 
the weakness of their flesh. 

 ALSO ON OUR FAMILY! 

Do not forget to ask for God’s blessing, peace and love to be on your family: Your spouse, 
children (from after conception), your parents and your siblings. This can be a daily silent 

prayer, but if they are believers you may regularly pray this prayer out loud to them. 
(Remember Numbers 6:22-27) 
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The Lord wants us as Christians to live differently to other people and therefore He encourages us to stretch 
ourselves and do more than ask for His blessing just on those who are good to us. 

& READ MATTHEW 5:43-48  
43 “You have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbour and hate your enemy.’ 44 But I tell you: Love your 
enemies and pray for those who persecute you, 45 that you may be sons of your Father in heaven. He causes 
his sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. 46 If you love 
those who love you, what reward will you get? Are not even the tax collectors doing that? 47 And if you greet 
only your brothers, what are you doing more than others? Do not even pagans do that? 48 Be perfect, 
therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect.”  

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE – ESPECIALLY VERSE 44? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Again Jesus raises the crossbar in the high jump of love to a way-out height! Through this we come to 
understand His heart. 

Jesus aims at nothing less than perfection - with the _______________ as our ideal.  

HOW CAN WE APPLY THIS? 
L-10-T works wonders for any driver or pedestrian in city traffic when he/she starts to ask the Lord’s blessing 
on “offending” drivers instead of cursing! 

You will be tested! 

We cannot love our enemies and pray for them, if we have not forgiven them: 

& READ MATTHEW 6:12, 14-15  
12 Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors … 14 For if you forgive men when they sin 
against you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. 15 But if you do not forgive men their sins, your 
Father will not forgive your sins. 

 
WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

If we are praying for the LORD’s blessing it is important to ________________________ everybody against 
whom we bear a grudge. 

Jesus confirms the importance of our forgiveness in the following parable: 

& READ MATTHEW 18:23-35 
23 “Therefore the kingdom of heaven is like a certain king who wanted to settle accounts with his servants. 
24 And when he had begun to settle accounts, one was brought to him who owed him ten thousand talents. 
25 But as he was not able to pay, his master commanded that he be sold, with his wife and children and all 
that he had, and that payment be made. 26 The servant therefore fell down before him, saying, ‘Master, have 
patience with me, and I will pay you all.' 27 Then the master of that servant was moved with compassion, 
released him, and forgave him the debt. 28 But that servant went out and found one of his fellow servants 
who owed him a hundred denarii; and he laid hands on him and took him by the throat, saying, ‘Pay me what 
you owe!' 29 So his fellow servant fell down at his feet and begged him, saying, ‘Have patience with me, and 
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I will pay you all.' 30 And he would not, but went and threw him into prison till he should pay the debt. 31 So 
when his fellow servants saw what had been done, they were very grieved, and came and told their master 
all that had been done. 32 Then his master, after he had called him, said to him, ‘You wicked servant! I forgave 
you all that debt because you begged me. 33 Should you not also have had compassion on your fellow 
servant, just as I had pity on you?' 34 And his master was angry, and delivered him to the torturers until he 
should pay all that was due to him. 35 So My heavenly Father also will do to you if each of you, from his 
heart, does not forgive his brother his trespasses." 

 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Again there seems to be an inexorable link between our forgiveness of those who wronged us and 
receiving God’s forgiveness. 

 

HOW TO GET RID OF UNFORGIVENESS: 
Ø Acknowledge it is there. 

Ø Acknowledge that you cannot hold on to it. 

Ø Acknowledge that Jesus understands because He faced a similar situation as a human being. 

Ø Give the hurt to Him to dispense of as He sees fit (not by judging the other person). Please note that there 
is no doubt about the realness of the hurt and wrongness of the action and person(s) that caused it. 

Ø Now you can forgive the other persons (whether they know it or not). 

Ø Start praying for them. 

Ø Start asking for the Lord’s blessing, peace & love on them. 

Ø Start loving them with His love. (Ask Him to give His love for them to you.) 

 

 

Forgiving others who wronged or hurt us, past, present and ongoing, is difficult. It is a process and may take 
time. If you feel you cannot do it with the Lord alone, then ask for the assistance of trusted advisers or 
professional Christian counsellors. 
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Those who are constantly abused and persecuted (physically or emotionally), such as for example in a family 
relationship or at school or work, and have to forgive on an ongoing basis, need utmost Christlikeness and 
support from friends if possible. But the victims should strive relentlessly to follow Christ and forgive, love 

and pray for those who persecute or abuse them! 

Let go of grudges against people – they are like bondages and 
may even cause illness!  

Do you have anything against someone that you have not 
yet forgiven? 

Start the process NOW by asking the LORD to help you 
forgive that person or those persons.  

(TIME FOR SILENT PRAYER) 

 

 

What about going to the people that you have forgiven and telling them about your forgiveness, and 
attempting to become reconciled with them? This must be treated very sensitively with the assistance of 
the Holy Spirit and trusted advisers and supporters.  

GENERAL GUIDELINES ARE:  
Ø If the people you have forgiven are alive, if the hurt is not ongoing, and they know how you feel about 

them because of the way they behaved, it might be good to tell them that you have forgiven them. 
Remember that they may react negatively and abuse you again (at least verbally). You might have 
to forgive again!  

Ø If the hurt is ongoing or the people involved do not know about your feelings toward them, it might 
be wise not to approach them personally.  

WHAT IF YOU DID WRONG TO SOMEONE ELSE?  
Jesus is very clear that where we did a wrong to another person and the person knows about it then we should 
make peace as soon as possible as it is wrong and will hinder our worship of God.  

 
& READ MATHEW 5:23-26: 
23 “Therefore, if you are offering your gift at the altar and there remember that your brother or sister has 
something against you, 24 leave your gift there in front of the altar. First go and be reconciled to them; then 
come and offer your gift.”  

When you have wronged someone it is important to SAY SORRY (and ask forgiveness) and DO SORRY (make 
recompense) for the loss you caused the person to suffer (if applicable). Both is necessary for reconciliation to 
have happened. 

If the person is not aware that you wronged him/her then be very careful to go to the person. It is better to get 
advice from a wise person whom you can trust. At least you can then confess the matter to that third person 
and to God.  
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TWO WHO SHOULD ALSO BE FORGIVEN 
Many people do not forgive ____________ or ___________ for something that they have done wrong. If you 
hate yourself or God you are carrying an unnecessary burden. If God could forgive you, how can you not forgive 
yourself or Him? God cannot do wrong, so the act of “forgiving” God is an admission of the sin of holding God 
wrongly responsible for a bad thing that happened. 

People sometimes cling to the hate against themselves about things they have failed with (for example a parent 
who accidentally caused a child’s death). Others keep God responsible for what happened (for example for a 
child’s death in an armed robbery). They reason that God “allowed” the bad thing to happen. This may be so, 
but like Job, we have to learn that God is Almighty and is in full control of the world and us – even when bad 
things happen. Hating and refusing to forgive God is a terrible sin. 

If this is you, please do something about the situation – by doing it with the Holy Spirit or by getting assistance 
from someone. Be free from these heavy burdens! 

 

WAITING ON GOD DURING THE PROCESS OF FORGIVENESS 

As you struggle, with God’s help, to forgive as you have been forgiven, you become silent before your 
Father and before your King and Savior who died for your sin and you wait for Him to cleanse your anger 
and bitterness and wash you clean so that you can stand before His throne and forgive those who so 
terribly wronged you! Oh, dear brother and sister, the wonder to stand with Jesus and say: Father, I 
forgive them, please would You? 

If you have wronged others, your first place is with God to ask His forgiveness and wait on Him to get His 
advice and direction to trusted advisors and then to SAY SORRY and DO SORRY. At the end of that 
process it is back to the altar of Waiting on God, to experience His love and way forward for you! 

 
 

 

 

 

 
THE MINISTRY OF RECONCILIATION 
The ministry of reconciliation is both complex and beautiful. As believers we are recipients of this ministry in 
that God the Father reconciled us to Himself when He gave His Son, Jesus Christ, to die in our place for our 
sins (2 Corinthians 5:18-19). 

Through Christ God then gave us as believers the ministry of reconciliation. So we should live it – both as 
people being wronged and as perpetrators of wrong. The basics of this ministry have been explained in the 
previous sections of this unit. Should you want to go deeper, look at the story of the bicycle in Annexure G, 
which explains the dynamics of forgiveness and reconciliation. 

And you … You are an ambassador for Christ, with the message of reconciliation (2 Corinthians 5:20). 
What a blessing! Now do it! 

 
APPRECIATION CAN BRING BLESSING!  

 ALSO IN THE FAMILY! 

Forgiveness and reconciliation is vital in family relationships! Between husband and wife; 
parents and children; brothers and sisters, just to start. All the principles discussed apply. 

Sometimes, however, it is so difficult to extend continued forgiveness within the family. 
Through Jesus God extended forgiveness to His family. Husbands and wives: You need to 

set the example. If there is an impasse – Husbands, you need to move first! 
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Step 1 was mostly a silent prayer up to now. You may also appreciate people around you by speaking words 
of affirmation, giving tangible gifts, spending quality time, doing acts of service or where appropriate 
giving physical touch. Different people express and receive appreciation in mainly five different ways as 
mentioned (Chapman & White, 2011). This should be done very carefully with people who still do not have 
relationship with the Lord.  

Speaking words of affirmation: Something everyone can do is to affirm the people around you on a daily 
basis. Affirmation of people is “speaking well of people to them”. It includes encouragement. We do affirmation 
in L-10-T without reference to God if we talk to non-Christians. When we talk to Christians you can certainly 
use Scripture and references to God!  

The process of affirmation works by you observing the good in people around you and then telling them (or 
write it on a little card if you are an introvert). You can also silently praise God for them!  

People usually respond very positively to affirmation. Your words bring a blessing to them because of the 
recognition of good in them.  Affirmation has always got to be honest – not manipulative, syrupy or using the 
same thing too often. 

The Lord says: “A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold.“ (Proverbs 25:11 NKJV) and 

“Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but what is good for necessary edification, 
that it may impart grace to the hearers.”  (Eph. 4:29 NKJV) 

In the workplace the classical study by Lawrence Lindahl showed that employees’ primary need is to be 
appreciated at work!  

The words “thank you” in all instances where it is appropriate (even where it is people’s duty to serve you) can 
be a good beginning!   

You can become a blessing to people around you by your timely words of affirmation but also by applying 
the other 4 languages of appreciation as appropriate – see the book by Chapman and White. 

In the family and especially between husband and wife, the Five Love Languages (The original book by 
Chapman) should become your way of showing love and appreciation. 

In the process of showing appreciation, never forget your (silent) prayer for the blessing of the Lord on the 
person AND a moment of Waiting on God for the person to feel or hear His heart. 

 
BE A BLESSING TO OTHERS BY BEING GENEROUS 
As Jesus send the Luke 10 disciples he asks them to go with urgency as they are. He said that they will receive 
accommodation and food where they go “… for the worker deserves his wages.” (Luke 10:7) 

This passage talks about great faith as you go! It also talks about generosity from those who received these 
disciples. 

Generosity is an emerging social trend in the world with wonderful examples of true generosity without expecting 
anything in return. God is indescribably generous. We see this in creation and in his redemptive plan for 
sinful man through Jesus. As believers we should be the examples of good stewardship and generosity in the 
world. Generosity is not only about money but also your resources, time, talents, gifts, prayer and your very 
presence! 

Where do you stand? Are you practicing generosity or do you believe you should just receive and receive?  

The wonder of generosity is that you can be generous even if you are not in a position to give currently. 
Sometimes, we receive, but then we can already determine in our hearts to pay it forward. For example: 
Paying it forward means that you commit to yourself and God that you will as soon as possible pay for a few 
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others to attend an L-10-T course or bless the Luke 10 Transformation or another ministry or cause generously. 
Remember, your determination to pay forward is good seed, but the seed dies and rots if you then do not do it. 

Do not forget to cultivate generosity in the family. Let the children learn from mom and dad. Do not be afraid 
to be the one that takes the first step! There is much blessing in being generous. 

Never forget to consult the Lord about your generosity. Take time to Wait on God for His heart about the 
object of your generosity! Let His generosity flow through you! 

Look at Annexure H. It contains an Individual Generosity Declaration drawn up by the Global Generosity 
Network, a joint initiative of the Lausanne Movement and the World Evangelical Alliance, to foster biblical 
stewardship and generosity. Reading through the commitment will give you some more background about the 
wonder of Biblical Generosity. Feel free to personally endorse the commitment. Annexure H also contains a 
reference to an organization that assists believers to understand generosity: Generous Giving. 

 

EXPANDING STEP 1 TO ITS HIGHEST LEVEL: BEING A BLESSING TO THOSE AROUND YOU! 
 

As we studied step 1 it was clear that the Lord was moving us to higher and higher levels: We started with the 
prayer of blessing on all people. Blessing is God’s highest gift at any moment. Then the Lord moved us upwards 
by prompting us to forgive our enemies and pray for them too. He then placed us in the ministry of reconciliation! 
Not being finished with us he opened the entire arena of showing appreciation in different ways! Then He 
reminded us about the blessing we can be by being generous, which touched on our stewardship of all the 
riches He has given each of us. Lastly, in this section, the Lord challenges us to be (to live being) a blessing. 
This highest level encapsulates all that preceded it, but is much more. 

The practice of being a blessing on top of the preceding levels, might consist of small things, but it might even 
be a full time ministry. 

The cheapest and mightiest gift the Lord gave us as humans is the smile! Be a blessing to those around you 
by smiling (unless it does not fit into your culture)! 

You can also be a blessing by doing small acts of kindness for people every day. This requires you to watch 
people and situations around you with great care and love! This is as simple as making a cup of coffee or tea 
for someone! 

There is no end to the creativity of people (believers and unbelievers) doing small acts of kindness! Google 
“doing small things” (1 020 000 hits) or “small acts of kindness” (1 850 000 hits) if you want some ideas. (Google 
hits from www.google.co.za on 12 July 2014.) 

Small things done with great kindness can change the world! (Mother Teresa) 

Being a blessing allows us to imitate Christ in ways we never thought off. It allows us to open ourselves to Him 
to make us a blessing! Yes, even in our families! 

Come, let us do it! Spend time to Wait on the Lord! Become silent before God, the Almighty, the God 
who is a blessing to His people and let Him live through you today! 

on affirmation, generosity and being a blessing!
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The five-part magnificent unfolding of God’s blessing as discussed in this unit is illustrated in Fig 5.1 
below. 

 

 

F IG .  5.1 

 

CHECK:  Do you agree that everyone older than 12 and younger than a 100 (and many under 12’s too) can 
manage this step? 
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STEP 2: FELLOWSHIP OR BUILD RELATIONSHIPS 

Step 2 is a treat. Jesus requires us to be normal people 
who fellowship and build relationships with other people 
around us wherever we go, whether it is at school, 
university, work or friends. We have to be ordinary 
people doing ordinary things like most people. Be 
friendly, normal and use normal language - NO 
“Christianese” (church language). 

For Step 2 we have to look at people around us (where we 
work, study, fellowship or play) with the eyes of an ____________. “Do they need Jesus in their lives?” “Do 
they bear the fruit of the Spirit?” “Are they outwardly Christian but their behaviour tells a different story?” Then 
try to build relationships with people that need Jesus in their lives.  

Drinking a cup of coffee or having a meal with someone is the best way to start building a relationship in some 
cultures. Use the customs of the culture in which your target people operate!  Remember that in this step 
you do not have to talk about Jesus!  

For the poor disciples in Jesus’ time this step was really difficult, because they had a lot of religious rules, such 
as what kind of food to eat and how to prepare it. In many cultures we do not have to worry about religious food 
rules, but might find the food of other cultures quite challenging. Many cultures love to invite one (as a new 
friend) to come and eat with them and the food may seem strange and daunting to eat. But by eating, you may 
cement a relationship for life – even life everlasting! 

Be friendly, your normal self, and use the language of the group where you are. Avoid typically Christian 
expressions that might sound foreign or weird to non-Christians, such as: “I am washed in the blood of the 
Lamb”. We call this “Christianese”. Avoid preaching and moralizing! 

Be aware of the distribution of the not-yet-saved in your community with reference to Table 3.1 in Unit 3. Do 
not be surprised to meet nominal Christians, Muslims, Hindus, ethno-religionist, atheist, New Age or other 
religions in your community. Prepare by knowing who you might meet and read up about their culture! 

What about introverts who find it difficult to initiate relationships? People understand that we are all 
positioned along a continuum somewhere between extroversion and introversion. So do what comes naturally 
to you. If you do not initiate relationships easily, try to be ready to respond when your target audience comes 
to speak to you. People know that introverts are normally good listeners! 

Where might fellowship lead to? The care, small or cell group or house church is a gathering where Christians 
fellowship and build relationships with each other in smaller groups at various levels of formality. It may 
sometimes be the place to invite someone to that you have been fellowshipping with for some time AND if you 
and the Holy Spirit feel the time and place is RIGHT. Sometimes you will not have access to such group, then 
you might continue the fellowshipping at your workplace, etc. and might invite someone – another Christian or 
someone you have also been fellowshipping with - to join you. 

WHILE FELLOWSHIPPING – DISCOVER STORIES! 
In the process of fellowshipping and building relationships you should try to discover the other person’s 
_______. People mostly like to talk about themselves and if they do not, they may respond to questions asked 
with real interest. When they find that you listen and do not condemn or try to preach, they will open up even 
more! Slowly build up a picture of their life stories. It is valuable information to be used to take care of needs 
and to know what makes them tick, e.g. previous bad experiences (maybe with the church or Christians) or 
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their dreams for the future. This is your build up to Step 4: where you may tell your story (testimony) or Jesus’ 
story (the gospel). 

 

The way you go about discovering their stories should be true to your personality – the extrovert will easily ask 
questions and elicit responses. The introvert will slowly pick up things by listening and then be ready to ask 
questions as the friendship grows.  

FELLOWSHIPPING AND BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS MAY BE OF DIFFERENT TIME DURATIONS  
In some cases you will do Step 2 by identifying people who need the Lord in your immediate surroundings and 
then intentionally build relationships with them. This may be a long term project, stretching over months and 
even years. 

In other cases you will meet someone serving you at a restaurant or a check out cash register and in a few 
moments you may start to hear their story (after maybe asking them how they are – Step 3). This may result in 
a shorter-term relationship – a few moments. You might never meet them again or only sporadically. 

Sometimes you may put yourself in the way of strangers by waiting, reading or working in a public place (where 
you maybe could have been with friends) and see if the Holy Spirit will bring someone across your path. You 
may only talk with them or maybe eat or drink with them and fellowship for minutes or hours. You may only do 
Steps 1 and 2, but maybe also 3 and if the Holy Spirit opens the way - Step 4. 

Be creative with Step 2 and allow the Holy Spirit to lead you! Grasp every opportunity to be with and talk to 
strangers and unsaved people.  

 

 

The “first” relationship(s) over a period of time will be accompanied by a lot of silent prayer: Prayer of God’s 
Blessing on the person, prayers of BLESS, Prayer for needs to be met and for salvation. ALSO: WAIT FIVE for 
your friend for his/her redemption and salvation, as often as you can - in your silence God will bring salvation! 

Secondly, in all your relationships with many other people (believers and not-yet-believers) as you connect with 
them during the day or on a vacation. Smile, greet, build relationships, pray God’s blessing and BLESS. And 
ALSO: WAIT FIVE wherever you can - even if it is five seconds! Just your attitude towards the Lord: “Lord, 
I WAIT ONLY ON YOU for this person”, may change their world! 

ENSURE THAT THERE IS NOTHING IN YOUR BEHAVIOUR OR LANGUAGE THAT WILL PUT 
PEOPLE OFF YOU AS A PERSON OR AS A CHRISTIAN. 

TWO FOCUS AREAS IN STEP 2: 

 

Firstly, to identify one (and then more) non-believer(s) with whom you will build an intentional 
friendship. If you already have friendships with unbelievers, apply all the steps and principles of L-10-
T on them too! The idea here is, however, one additional unbelieving friend. 

Secondly, the daily or occasional meeting of people (this may be believers or non-believers) in short 
to medium term relationships where you will be friendly and be a blessing to them as the Holy Spirit 
guides. 
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We should also look carefully at our present and future relationships. When 
fellowshipping with friends, it is important not to _________________________ your 
Christian values in an endeavour to gain acceptance of the group. You do not have to 
do what they do, such as swearing, getting drunk, losing your temper, getting high, 
having sex before marriage, flirting or doing anything just to fit in with a peer or other 

group.  

 

Doing L-10-T step 2 is like an iceberg. The 10% that shows above the water is our outward friendship building. 
The very important but “unseen” 90% under water can be compared to our habitual outward behaviour. We 
often do not even think about it in the different roles we play in life. Examples are:  

Ø Language and expressions (jokes, gossip, swear words, using the 
name of God disrespectfully, “Christianese”).  

Ø Emotions (outbursts of anger; always being critical of everyone, 
meaningless arguments). 

Ø Attitude (too positive, negative, condescending as a Christian). 

Ø Annoying habits (to do with the ear, crotch, mouth or nose etc.). 

Ø Things you do (drugs, flirting, extra-marital sex). 

Ø Unethical behaviour as individual (lying; unfaithful in marriage; selfish; 
greedy; eliciting, acceptance or paying of bribes; non-payment of 
reasonable salaries; Late or non-payment of debts; illegal conduct 
such as non-payment of tax; not submitting to governing authorities, 
etc.) 

Ø Unethical conduct as an employee (not being faithful to one’s employment contract; laziness; 
insubordination; dishonesty; bad behaviour as a leader towards your followers or colleagues, etc.) 

 

ALWAYS KEEP THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CULTURES IN MIND, BUT DO NOT COMPROMISE 
CHRISTIAN VALUES!  
We play different roles: E.g.: The man at church (leader, elder, deacon); the man at home; the man at work 
and the man with his friends. In some roles we might exhibit bad behaviour as a result of peer pressure or the 
culture of the group. 

Can you think of anything in your behaviour or language when you’re with friends, at work, or in any role you 
play, which you should not be doing if you want to portray Jesus without words? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Remember that you are an evangelist every day (whether you choose to be or not), in how you behave 
around people. Some of those people may have backslidden or do not know Christ as Saviour. Remember 
you are a __________.   You will either be drawing people to Christ or pushing them away from Christ. 
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There are several courses available to assist people to improve their character. Character First is a well-known 
course (adults and children) available internationally which internalize 49 character traits from Scripture – in a 
way that it can even be done in a secular organization. (See http://www.characterfirst.com)  

 

& READ ROMANS 13:8-14 AND 14:1-22 (Study the whole passage – some excerpts follow with my 
highlighting): 

8 Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to love one another, for he who loves his 
fellowman has fulfilled the law … 10 Love does no harm to its neighbour. Therefore love is the fulfilment of 
the law. 11 And do this, understanding the present time. The hour has come for you to wake up from your 
slumber, because our salvation is nearer now than when we first believed. 12 The night is nearly over; the 
day is almost here. So let us put aside the deeds of darkness and put on the armour of light. 13 Let us behave 
decently, as in the daytime, not in orgies and drunkenness, not in sexual immorality and debauchery, not in 
dissension and jealousy. 14 Rather, clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not think about 
how to gratify the desires of the sinful nature. 

 

1 Accept him whose faith is weak, without passing judgment on disputable matters. 2 One man’s faith allows 
him to eat everything, but another man, whose faith is weak, eats only vegetables. 3 The man who eats 
everything must not look down on him who does not, and the man who does not eat everything must not 
condemn the man who does, for God has accepted him … 5 One man considers one day more sacred than 
another; another man considers every day alike. Each one should be fully convinced in his own mind. 6 He 
who regards one day as special, does so to the Lord. He who eats meat, eats to the Lord, for he gives thanks 
to God; and he who abstains, does so to the Lord and gives thanks to God. 7 For none of us lives to himself 
alone and none of us dies to himself alone. 8 If we live, we live to the Lord; and if we die, we die to the Lord. 
So, whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord. 9 For this very reason, Christ died and returned to life so 
that he might be the Lord of both the dead and the living. 10 You, then, why do you judge your brother? Or 
why do you look down on your brother? For we will all stand before God’s judgment seat. 11 It is written: 
“‘As surely as I live,’ says the Lord, ‘every knee will bow before me; every tongue will confess to God.’” 12 
So then, each of us will give an account of himself to God. 13 Therefore let us stop passing judgment on one 
another. Instead, make up your mind not to put any stumbling block or obstacle in your brother’s way … 19 
Let us therefore make every effort to do what leads to peace and to mutual edification. 20 Do not destroy the 
work of God for the sake of food. All food is clean, but it is wrong for a man to eat anything that causes 
someone else to stumble. 21 It is better not to eat meat or drink wine or to do anything else that will cause 
your brother to fall. 22 So whatever you believe about these things keep between yourself and God. … 

 
WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGE? 
 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In our Monday to Saturday interaction with people outside our family and congregation, we, as Christians, 

should not _________________ which could cause _________________ to any neighbour, Christian or non-
Christian, thereby driving or keeping them away from Jesus.  

In our own household our behaviour as mother, father, child, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, grandfather, 
grandmother and cousin is critical to the rest of the household. Are you attracting them to Christ or repulsing 
them?  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

WHAT DO WE DO WITH THIS OFFENSIVE LANGUAGE OR OTHER BAD HABITS? 
You might find that you can classify the things you do or think, that may cause offence or which are sin, into 
two categories (these exclude our sins of omission):  

Ø Things that you say or do that other people might hear or see. These visible hindrances or sins should 
be eliminated as a first priority to enable you to do Step 2 successfully.  You can still start to do L-10-T 
before eliminating these hindrances, but in silent mode! Also do not wait to be perfect before you start 
to do L-10-T openly. It will only delay your progress – we never become perfect even as we strive 
towards that goal! 

 

Ø Other sins are those of the mind, or things you do when you are alone and hope nobody will ever find 
out about. These sins will not influence L-10-T directly. (Except when something done in secret comes 
to light and does great damage to God’s cause if a Christian is guilty of such behavior!). You must work 
with the Lord to eliminate these sins and hindrances because it brings separation from the Lord.  

Remember: With all our sin, even our little pet sins, we grieve the Holy Spirit and keep ourselves from 
experiencing His Presence and the leading of the Holy Spirit! Advice: Firstly: Start L-10-Ting!; Secondly: 
Work to get rid of sin with all your might and with the assistance of God; Thirdly: WAIT FIVE (minutes) 
before the Lord for Him to rid you of the sin to lighten your cross, or give you wisdom to bear it; 
Fourthly: Let yourself be led in each moment for the rest of your life by the Holy Spirit – in itself a process! 
(Also see “After L-10-T” at the back of this guide). 

 

HOW DO WE ELIMINATE THE DIRECT HINDRANCES?  
Some of these hindrances are sins and others are simply habits, which you may avoid when you’re with a 
certain group because you are sensitive about their beliefs. Some sins in this category (e.g. swearing or losing 
one’s temper) may resist your efforts to remove them from your life. Firstly, talk to the LORD about them; 
secondly, talk to trusted advisers; thirdly, talk to professional advisers; fourthly, if you have made an inner 
commitment to get rid of the offensive habit: publicly renounce the habit and if it re-surfaces, apologize publicly 
and ask people’s forgiveness!   

This last action may become a very strong witness for Christ!  

 

You may declare your commitment to live ethically publicly by signing the commitment to live “Unashamedly 
Ethical” as individual or organization on Unashamedly Ethical’s website www.unashamedlyethical.com) (See 
Annexure D) 

Do I have to change my personality? 

No, of course not. Bad habits or sins are not part of your ______________!  
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What is the purpose of Step 2? 

To build friendships and relationships with people and thereby gain their trust by the example you set. 

To summarize: Step 2 is to 

 

THERE IS AN APPARENT EXCEPTION!  
Saying ___________ is a wonderful way to bring the Lord’s presence openly into any gathering. Thanking the 
Lord silently for food is an intensely personal action that can be done without causing offence to anyone in most 
settings.  

If you are not already doing it, start to thank the Lord everywhere for food and drinks.  You do it by bowing your 
head and praying silently – this can be done whether you are alone in a cafeteria/ restaurant, between other 
people or in a bar! With other Christians you may of course pray out loud. Remember to ask permission to pray 
out loud if a stranger or someone from another faith is present. A silent prayer is your one silent declaration that 
Jesus is King of your life! It gives you the opportunity to do Step 1 in that setting. In a new setting it may evoke 
questions – a perfect opportunity to declare your thankfulness to the Lord for the nourishment and maybe (ask 
the Holy Spirit) to declare your thankfulness for Him saving you!  (and so you have done L-10-T Step 4!)    

Saying Grace in the home or in public can also be taken to a higher level! Whether during silent or spoken 
prayer, become silent for a while, acknowledging by your silence that God is the supplier of that food and 
drink before you. He is also the God of those around you. Oh, yes, even as you partake of the Lord’s 
Supper - wait on Him, whom you remember! 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In step 2 we see the crucial role played by every Christian preaching Christ through his/her behaviour amongst 
other people in social life and the workplace. This can be multiplied by intentionally making friends with other 
people who do not know the Lord, or who are not close to Him. Furthermore each intentional short to medium 
term relationship building act, sets the stage for God to multiply our love into a loving relationship between the 
person and God. 

CHECK:  Do you agree that everyone older than 12 and younger than a 100 (and many under 12’s too) can 
do this step?   
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STEP 3: MEET NEEDS 

In step 3 you respond to the immediate needs of the people you meet wherever you go. One of your friends, 
or a person you overhear talking, might express a need concerning a parent who has fallen ill, the need for 
money to catch a bus/taxi/train, needs arising from a job loss, loss of a family member, a computer that 
crashed, a leaking pipe at home, desire to study further but not being able to, 
company not profitable, important tender being submitted, loss of a pet or other 
needs.  

Our response on hearing of such a need is to assist physically if at all possible 
or appropriate, for example by giving some money or by lending a helping hand 
using your time, gifts and talents (refer to James 2:15-16); or assisting 
emotionally, for example by empathizing, listening or just being there, (refer to 
Heb. 3:13) and/or by praying about the need – bringing His BIG HAND in to assist! 

& READ JAMES 2:15-16 
15 Suppose a brother or sister is without clothes and daily food. 16 If one of you says to him, “Go, I wish you 
well; keep warm and well fed,” but does nothing about his physical needs, what good is it? 

& READ HEBREWS 3:13A 
13 But encourage one another daily, as long as it is called Today … 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGES?  
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

THERE ARE THREE LEVELS OF PRAYER IN STEP 3:  
If someone expressed a need: 

� You might pray silently or with a friend (everyone can do this!) 

� Ask the person if you might Pray Now with him/her for the need. This can be a simple prayer with the person 
concerned, usually away from the group. 

You may ask anyone you meet what their needs are (even telephonically): 

� You may ask the person if they have a need that you can Pray Now for (everyone is walking around with 
some or other need or desire every day). 

In most cultures in the world the greeting and enquiry regarding well-being plays an important role. Use the 
question about well-being (and the usual standard positive reply) as your golden connecting point to go 
deeper and to find out how the person really is and whether there is any need. It is also relatively easy to learn 
the greeting terminology in another language and to use that as an opening to reach out to people of other 
languages. 

 

: Another easy but effective tool to find what you can assist or pray for is to ask a person 
close to you (or someone on the phone or message media): “If there was one thing I could Pray Now for 
you personally, what would it be?” 
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Whenever you pray for people in public (level 2 and 3 prayer) do it with great ____________ and without show. 
Also take into account the legal and cultural implication of talking aloud about your faith in this way in your 
community and country. 

& READ MATTHEW 6:2-5  
2 “Therefore, when you do a charitable deed, do not sound a trumpet before you as the hypocrites do in the 
synagogues and in the streets, that they may have the glory from men. Assuredly, I say to you, they have 
their reward.“ 3 “But when you do a charitable deed, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is 
doing,” 4 “that your charitable deed may be in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will Himself reward 
you openly” 5 “And when you pray, you shall not be like the hypocrites. For they love to pray standing in the 
synagogues and on the corners of the streets, that they may be seen by men. Assuredly, I say to you, they 
have their reward.” (NKJV) 

 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGE?  
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The wonderful thing about praying for a need is that if you ask a person if it is okay to pray for the need, 
most people - Christian, Muslim, Hindu, New Age or atheist - will say “yes”.  

IF they say “No”, then you say “OK” and simply turn away and pray silently for the need (if known) - and for the 
need they practically shouted out by their “No”. 

Due to the fact that you will often not know the faith, or the absence of faith in people you pray for, make it a 
habit (even for silent or level 1 prayer – see above) to always conclude your prayer “In the name of Jesus Christ, 
Amen”. 

When you practice Step 3 level 3 prayer, (asking someone if there is something you can pray for), you will 
usually find that people respond immediately, as if they have been waiting for your question. Sometimes people 
hesitate – this is usually because their problem might be personal. So if you see someone hesitate – you assure 
them that they do not have to tell you what it is if it is personal. If it is personal, they will then say so and you 
may pray because God knows what the issue is.  

If the person says that it is not personal and still hesitates – then it is because they just cannot think of something 
right at that moment. Then you ask if it would be OK if you pray for the Lord’s blessing on his or her life. The 
response is usually an immediate “yes”. 

What is the difference between silent prayer for a need and direct prayer, spoken out loud? God hears all prayer 
but direct, spoken prayer, (level 2 and 3) is verbal, visible caring, which brings the Lord into direct contact via 
your action with the other person. When you do this, the response is normally one of initial surprise and then 
absolute gratitude for the prayer. 

 

NOW DO LEVEL 3 PRAYER WITH A FRIEND (ACTUALLY – NO ROLE PLAY) AND DO ROLE PLAYS 
TO PRACTISE OTHER LEVELS OF STEP 3.  
Make a note of your experiences while doing step 3.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Which one of the three levels would you feel most comfortable with at this stage? Level 
____________________ 

Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Start Levels 2 and 3 prayers with family and friends (if that is easier for you) and then move on to 
strangers, as you get bolder. Remember L-10-T is not a competition or project with a limited time span! L-10-
T is a new lifestyle! Allow yourself to experiment with this new lifestyle in your specific environment from 
Monday to Sunday.  

DO NOT limit yourself by thinking you will never be able to pray out loud in level 2 or 3 prayer! Once you have 
experienced the blessing it brings, you will never stop!! 

Never forego any opportunity to Pray Now for the healing of a _______________ person – this was Jesus’ 
direct command in Luke 10:9.  

Just as with Step 1 – where we have to ask His blessing on our enemies – Jesus expects more of a Christian 
when he or she helps people in need.  

& READ ROM. 12:20-21 
20 “Therefore if your enemy hungers, feed him; If he thirsts, give him a drink; For in so doing you will heap 
coals of fire on his head.” 21 Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good. (NKJV) 

 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THE ABOVE PASSAGE?  
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

If people you do not ______, or who even _______ you, have a need, you should be available to assist them. 
In so doing you are following in Jesus’ steps.  

Helping people towards healing 

Praying for people to get healed and all the knowledge of the health care professions are available 
for healing in our days. 

However, there is a third way that we should not forget! According to Dr MK Strydom in her book 
“Healing begins with sanctification of the heart” (see Bibliography) the latest cutting edge medical 
research shows that 87-95% of all diseases have been traced back to what goes on in our thought 
life! 

Unforgiveness (which was dealt with in step 1) specific sin (which we dealt with in step 2) may lead 
to disease in people’s lives. Fear, anxiety and stress may cause over 100 major diseases in the 
body. 

Correct thinking through correct spiritual living may bring healing of some diseases. In caring for 
people you might want to find out more about this aspect of healing – www.eagleswings.co.zw  

“ A happy heart is good medicine and a cheerful mind works healing, but a broken spirit 
dries up the bones.” (Prov 17:22 (Amplified)) 
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ALSO: In all cases, whenever you come across a need – Wait on the Lord for a moment, if possible. God, 
as the Creator, maintains His creation; He knows about the need: bring it before Him and Wait on Him 
(even if he uses you to supply the need!)  

Our lives differ. Some of you might literally have hundreds of opportunities to L-10-T daily, others have only a 
few! Use every opportunity and if there are too many, ask the Holy Spirit’s guidance on which 
opportunities to take.  

You may also incorporate Step 3 into your doing of Step 1 and thereby increase the number of times you 
do Step 3 (albeit indirectly) by an order of magnitude. Let me illustrate: You see someone walking, driving or 
people in a bus or train and pray Step 1 for them: 

You pray: “Lord, I pray that you will bless him/her/them. Lord, You know exactly what this/her/their need is 
today. I pray that You will meet that need in Your wonderful way. In the Name of Jesus. Amen.” 

Whatever the case, do you agree that anyone older than 12 and younger than a 100 (and many under 12’s) 
can do this step of L-10-T (at least at the physical and silent level)? We are not talking here about people who 
are ill or physically/emotionally disabled, or are hampered by old age. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

You are now ready to go and care for those around you in a new way at a level you never thought possible 
before! This is the _______________ Commandment in action! 

THE LEADING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT (Rom 8, Gal 5:16-26) 

Watch for the prompting of the _______ _______ to approach someone, or if you come across a type of need 
or caring (for example people suffering from HIV and AIDS) that He might want you to specialize in.  

Sometimes you will have to listen to Him in an instant. At other times you might want to bring a need you hear 
about before Him in prayer, Be Still and listen to His voice about it (through His prompting in your mind, 
Scripture, etc.). A good way is to pray and listen with writing media and your Bible ready. Note your request 
and any answer that you feel you get down on your chosen media and then check it against Scripture. If you 
feel certain that the Lord has led you – obey! If you feel uncertain, listen longer or check with a trusted friend in 
faith. 

It is vital that in your walk with God, you daily or regularly spend unhurried time with God. Make an 
appointment and have time to Be Still and Wait on Him. Many times He will speak to you about your Step 1, 
Step 2, Step 3 and Step 4 prayer, people and actions and guide you through His Holy Spirit and the Word of 
God. We call this WAIT FIVE (5 minutes and maybe another 5 etc.). (See the end of Unit 8. We recommend 
the book “Waiting on God” by Andrew Murray – see Bibliography for the publisher; Also see Annexure M).  

IN PRACTICE IT IS AS SIMPLE AS SETTING THE TIMER ON YOUR PHONE TO 5 MINUTES (ETC.) 
(SO THAT YOU DO NOT WORRY ABOUT THE TIME WHILE WAITING ON THE LORD). THEN WAIT 
ON YOUR KING! 

You may want to conclude your prayers as follows: “I pray this in the Name of Jesus Christ and through 
the Holy Spirit”. Amen” (Romans 8:26-27). You may also want to use Jesus and the Holy Spirit’s Name 
elsewhere in your prayers. 
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 how you will follow the Holy Spirit’s prompting more effectively:  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 

 

 how you think hurting believers can be assisted to L-10-T:  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Can hurting believers do L-10-T? 

You have seen that throughout the L-10-T program we consistently invite adults, youth and children to 
start doing L-10-T. Whatever your personality type or gifting – you can do L-10-T! We have quadriplegic 
believers who L-10-T and train others to L-10-T. 

Being busy is also no excuse not to L-10-T. It will bring you peace, make you more productive and will 
take little time. So business people and busy mothers have no excuse! 

Sometimes believers are hurting: They or someone close to them have got a terminal illness, are 
depressed, are going through marriage problems, are pregnant or have problem children and so on. 
They may be going through a time of spiritual darkness. 

If that is you, we strongly recommend that you learn to or continue to L-10-T! You may perhaps do a 
bit less, but continue to do L-10-T. You will find that doing L-10-T will focus your eyes on ministering to 
people outside yourself. You will still be a full time minister. This will bring you peace and bring a 
blessing to your circumstance. 

Also remember not to forgo the assistance of your L-10-T friend and group in this time (You will learn 
about them in Unit 9.) 

If you are really ill and/or cannot function: First get well and then resume doing L-10-T with joy! 

The Power of Biblical Counseling to help hurting people 

In helping people in need you might come across people of any or no religion who has an emotional or 
relational need. Do encourage them or pray for them, but remember that your role might be to get 
them to a skilled Biblical Counselor or Psychologist who can assist them to be healed God’s way. Ask 
your pastor whom you can refer them to. 
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EXPANDING L-10-T TO THE FAMILY! 
 
Many people take it for granted that everybody in a family will assist each other in time of need. This is often 
the case and families often pray for these needs.. The strangest thing is that often, when things are going 
relatively well, we might miss a need, sometimes a big need that a family member has. 

The answer is Pray Now! Just ask your spouse, child, sibling or parents: “If there was one thing I could Pray 
Now for you personally, what would it be?” 

You may be amazed about the needs that are expressed. Often you can assist or encourage. Mostly you will 
also be able to pray with them.  

Pray Now builds amazing bonds between spouses, in families and in congregations. 

 how you will use Pray Now in your family:  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
EXPANDING L-10-T TO ORGANIZATIONS! 
 

Up to now we discussed one-on-one caring for needs. But individuals might also care for ____________ or 
groups in need; organizations might care for organizations in need and organizations might care for individuals 
in need! 

Through the guidance of the Holy Spirit, individuals can approach organizations such as schools, companies, 
government departments, hospitals and police stations and L-10-T to them and their people. Some of the most 
powerful expressions of L-10-T to date have been where individuals started to care for organizations! 

You do not know where your L-10-T-ing might lead to! 

Just imagine the effect in your town, city or community if Christians could unite so that every home and 
business can be prayed for on a daily basis; that the residents, employees and owners will _______ they are 
being prayed for and ______ _______; and that they may partake by giving their requests for prayer! This is 
possible! (Refer to the information block on Prayer Walking) 

 how you will increase the range of places where L-10-T will be done in your community:  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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WHAT IF I GET PERSECUTED WHEN I PRAY OUT LOUD FOR PEOPLE? 
 

Technically you cannot be persecuted in countries where there is freedom of religious expression – you asked 
permission to care for a need in the best way you knew and when you got a “no” you did not continue. Always 
take into account the local legal situation as well as custom. Ensure that you only pray out loud as is legal or 
allowed by custom (e.g. a woman praying for a man) or indicated by the Holy Spirit. 

 

PRAYER WALKING 

 

The steps of Luke 10 Transformation can be used effectively when Prayer Walking (in addition to any other 
initiatives you might be doing). Prayer Walking (or cycling or driving) is especially done in three contexts: 

• Prayer Walking in your street, neighbourhood or city/town; 
• Prayer Walking at key places in your country (such as parliament buildings, monuments, battle 

fields, other key places); 
• Prayer Walking in countries where the Presence of the Lord is needed (government buildings, 

temples, battle fields, other key places) 

An example of how L-10-T can be used in a street or shopping mall context (Target Area): 

• Start with step 1: Pray the Lord’s blessing on the Target Area and its components (houses or 
shops) as you walk.  

• It may help you to gather information about the Target Area and its components (history, names, 
religion, business, objectives).  

• Do step 2 and build relationships with the occupants, employees, visitors or clients in the Target 
Area. 

• Do step 3 with step 2 and introduce yourself at houses or shops in the Target Area. Mention that 
you have been praying for them, but would like to pray more accurately. Ask about objectives, 
hopes and needs.  

• Be prepared! Have a small card with a Bible verse and a telephone number that the household or 
business may call if they have a specific need. 

• Leave and promise to keep on praying (and DO IT!) 
• Be ready to do step 4 if the Lord opens a door! 

The response or religion of the people you meet does not change what you do. You are on a far greater 
mission! 

It is vital to include Waiting on the Lord as we do Prayer Walking! We pray God’s blessing on the people 
and places and ask them or Him about their needs and pray. The Holy Spirit assists our prayers (Romans 
8:26-27) and it is wise to sometimes be silent as we walk and to Wait on the Lord for Him to do, to guide and 
to change situations and hearts. (In practice: Walk with open eyes and pray or remain silent with eyes fixed 
on the object (person or place) of your prayer.) 
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If satan uses this opportunity for persecution to come – then you are ____________ and yours is the Kingdom 
of Heaven (Matt 5:10-11)!  This is, however, not easy, therefore do not suffer persecution alone – ensure that 
you ask the Holy Spirit for guidance and get people who can support you in this and give you wise counsel. 
We will discuss the importance of support in Unit 9. 

Remember that you never have to _______ doing L-10-T, because you can very effectively L-10-T even in the 
most hostile environment! Silent L-10-T includes helping people practically, supporting them emotionally, 
affirming people, silent prayer, building relations, acts of generosity, smiling more, doing small acts of kindness 
and Taking Five (see Step 4)! 

 

 how you will handle persecution as a result of your L-10-T-ing. Be honest: will 
persecution cause you to stop L-10-T-ing? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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STEP 4: TELL ABOUT JESUS 

The fourth step is to evangelize as you always did, if you are a direct evangelist. If 
you feel you are a direct evangelist but have not yet had training on how to do direct 
evangelism in your country or cultural setting – get it as soon as possible (See 
Annexure A and B or contact your minister or us for a list of possibilities).  

If you are one of the 96% who do not have the gift of direct evangelism, be ready to 
answer _________ that anyone may ask you about your faith, why you care, why 
you pray for people or for your food, or why you kneel (30 Second Kneel Down – 
see Bibliography) when you pray. 

& READ 1 PETER 3:15-16 

15 But in your hearts set apart Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks 
you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect, 16 keeping a 
clear conscience, so that those who speak maliciously against your good behavior in Christ may be ashamed 
of their slander.  

Answer only the question and no more! Many people are moved (by the Holy Spirit) to a decision for Jesus in 
their lives by watching people such as you. Remember the 18 micro-decisions they make on their way to 
salvation (Unit 3). They may start to realize that you are a committed Christian.  They only need the information 
that they ask for. The next question may come in a few weeks’ time or may be asked to someone else. Just 
do your ________! 

 

& READ 1 CORINTHIANS 3:5-7 
5 What, after all, is Apollos? And what is Paul? Only servants, through whom you came to believe—as the 
Lord has assigned to each his task. 6 I planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. 7 So 
neither he who plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things grow.  

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

& READ LUKE 9:26 
26 If anyone is ashamed of me and my words, the Son of Man will be ashamed of him when he comes in his 
glory and in the glory of the Father and of the holy angels. 

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

We should always be ready to ________________ our faith in Jesus. 
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YOUR STORY OF FAITH 
To ensure that you are prepared for answering questions about 
your faith or your testimony on how you came to Christ or why you 
believe (if your faith grew as you were raised as a Christian), jot 
down some notes on these issues. Your testimony should consist 
of three parts if that is how it happened: 1. Before following Christ. 
2. How I became a Christian – this should include the gospel 
message. 3. How my life is today (as a Christian). 

“My testimony in a 3-minute story” Or “Why I believe in Jesus Christ as my Saviour” (No Christianese!)  

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

NOW SHARE YOUR TESTIMONY WITH SOMEONE (AS A TRIAL RUN)! 
Think about other questions that people may ask you about your faith and how you may prepare.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Remember to be ready to use any and all ________ to tell people about your faith in Christ, your hope and 
search for His coming Kingdom and that they may be part of it. You can also ask ________________ on them 
or start to __________________ with them.   

 

 

How you may use your Testimony as a Direct Evangelization Method! 

 

When one listens to different people’s testimonies about the wonderful way in which the Lord brought 
them to Him, one cannot help to be amazed and very enthusiastic! 

You can use your testimony as a very effective evangelization method. Look at Annexure J for a short 
description. If you have time – practice it with each other! Or you can do this later with your L-10-T 
“buddy”/friend (see Unit 9). 

(Also see “One Minute Witness” in Annexure A) 
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VERY IMPORTANT:  If you share the gospel with someone or even if you do step 3 with them and get a 
rejection – remain in God’s love for them and leave them in a better place than you found them – remember 
the 18 micro-steps – and remember to pray for them and continue doing step 1 and 2 for and with them. 

Various methods have been developed to lead people to Christ, such as the Three Circles, 4-1-1, Evangecube, 
the Four Spiritual Laws, different courses by EE for children, youth and adults, the Romans Road, the Alpha 
course, courses by Willow Creek and others (See Annexure A).  

We included a short method “Knowing God” in Annexure B to assist you in your preparation. Choose a way that 
suits your personality and/or denomination. The participant’s guide of the “Becoming a Contagious Christian” 
course of Willow Creek has an interesting guide to evangelism approaches for different personalities. Make 
sure you can express the salvation story easily! It is good to know a “detailed” method such as mentioned 
above but also a “short” method (such as expressed by the Evangecube or the illustration of the cross (i.e. 
Jesus’ redemptive death and resurrection) being a bridge over the gap (valley) that exists between us as sinful 
people and God (and obtaining life everlasting by grace)). 

 on ways to lead people to Christ and to do the sinners prayer (refer 
to Annexure B if necessary) and how you are going to ensure that you get the necessary knowledge. Practice 
sharing the gospel with someone and leading each other in the sinner’s prayer (use one of the methods or tools 
that you are comfortable with) and while doing it - reconfirm your faith in Jesus Christ as you Lord and Saviour 
and being the risen Christ!  (Sign and date the appropriate place in Annexure B.) Also discuss the distribution 
of the not-yet-saved in your community with reference to Table 3.1. What is the distribution of nominal 
Christians, Muslims, Hindus, ethno-religionist, atheist, New Age or other religions in your community? Prepare! 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

PLEASE NOTE:  We recommend that ____________ do a direct evangelism course (without the practical 
part if you are one of the 96%!) in order to prepare yourself as well as possible to evangelize or answer questions 
on how to accept Jesus as Lord and Saviour. 

We expect that after doing L-10-T for some time, more and more people will be empowered by the Holy 
Spirit to evangelize directly! 

 

 

 

Using Short Films to discuss Salvation or elements of Discipleship 

 

The Global Short Film Network has developed numerous short films available at 
http://www.globalshortfilmnetwork.com. 

These films (some without words) can be downloaded and used as discussion stimulators for 
pre-believers or for steps in discipleship with people who have accepted Christ. Check the 
website for different languages. 

Their website has training on how to use the films and discussion question to use. Remember 
that you have to prepare yourself to use short films effectively! 
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It is very important that if someone you know accept Jesus as their Lord and Saviour (whether through you or 
someone else), that you continue to care! Make sure they join others in the family of faith, get a Bible (if 
necessary) and read it (you may supply a reading plan), know to pray to God (the Our Father is a good start, 
but also to just talk to the Lord daily), do a proper discipleship course and get to be baptized.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Never be without evangelistic tracts (in all the languages of your community, if available) (Hard copy or Apps 
on your smartphone) to distribute or show to people as the Holy Spirit leads you. You do not even have to 
speak, if that is your handicap – just give the Good News. You never know how the ___________________ 
might use it. (See Annexure A for addresses of tract publishers, Apps or ask your minister.)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While preparing to share the gospel message or answer questions about the gospel, it is always good to pray 
for God’s blessing to be on the person (Step 1). And also WAIT FIVE if you can or take a few seconds to 
become silent before God and Wait on Him for the person’s soul. 

Do the same regularly for people who accepted (or did not accept) Jesus as their Lord and Savior. A newly 
reborn soul is like a baby and need to be assisted to grow in the following of Jesus. Wait on the Lord for them 
as He works out their salvation (which is a process which is only completed when we all stand before God’s 
throne for the final judgement). 

 

Become an Online Missionary! 

Through Global Media Outreach an excellent opportunity to become a missionary has 
become possible. If you have a computer and internet facility you can assist people to come 
to Christ from your home using a few minutes every day or so! What a magnificent, safe and 
secure way to become a missionary – even the greatest introvert can do this! The need is 
great! 

Go to their website www.globalmediaoutreach.com and/or Annexure E for more detail! 

The Alpha Course is one of the best internationally available courses which should be done 
by someone that you have identified as needing Christ and whom you started to befriend (Step 
2 or one of your Take Five).  

OR  

It is a great course for someone who has just accepted Jesus Christ through your ministry and 
needs a basic discipleship course. 

If your church is not running the Alpha or a similar course – encourage them to do so! (See 
Annexure A for their website) 
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 on ways you or your group may become more effective in 
distributing the Good News in your community and beyond (taking into account your cultural and 
legal environment regarding sharing Christ):  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

WHAT ABOUT PEOPLE I KNOW WHO NEED THE LORD IN THEIR LIVES? 
Whether you are an evangelist or not – what do you do about the people around you or in your family who 
obviously need the Lord Jesus Christ in their lives?  YOU CAN TAKE FIVE! 

 (an application of L-10-T to the unsaved/backslidden) 
Take Five is a 5 step/finger prayer evangelism strategy which you may effectively use to pray, care and share 
for and with people, whom the Lord has shown you, who need His blessing in their lives.  
 

• FIRST OF FIVE: Make a list of up to five people/families you know who do not know Christ or who have 
backslidden or who need the blessing of the Lord in their lives.  

 

1. ______________            2.______________  3.______________   

 

4. ______________              5._________________ 

 

• SECOND OF FIVE: Spend one minute each day praying for the blessing of the Lord on each of the people, 
for their salvation or restoration and any other specific need that they might have.  
When you pray for them, pray for five things: Body, Labor, Emotions, Social relationships and Spiritual 
salvation according to the BLESS acronym (see Step 1). You may add other things to pray for, but start by 
using these five prayer pointers as you pray for the five persons/families. 
When you pray for the salvation of people, you can also ask God that, through the power and work of the 
Holy Spirit, people will start to ask themselves the following questions: 

Ø Whom can I trust? 

Ø Is there a higher purpose in my life? 

Ø Will I ever be free from my cares? 

Ø Where will I go when I die? 

Ø Why do I hate God? / Why do I run away from God? 

Ø How can I handle my problems better? 

Ø Where will I be safe? / Who can protect me? 
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• THIRD OF FIVE: Specifically care for these people by using step 2 and 3 of L-10-T on them very 
specifically at every opportunity – building or repairing relationships and assisting them in their needs - but 
it must be genuine!! 

• FOURTH OF FIVE: Be ready to share or allow the sharing of the Good News of Jesus with them or 
answer questions as in L-10-T Step 4. If someone accepts Jesus as Saviour, replace them on your Take 
Five list! 

• FIFTH OF FIVE: Persevere in prayer for the people on your list until they meet Jesus, or for at least 
one year (and if it is family – do not stop!). 

 

 

IS THIS ASKING TOO MUCH? 
 
“Looking carefully lest anyone fall short of the grace of God.” Heb.12:15 (NKJV) 
If you have “vacancies” on your Take Five fill them as soon as possible with the names of people needing to 
get saved or those who have backslidden. 

EXPANDING TAKE FIVE:  
You may be in the mode of prayer daily as you ask God’s blessing on your Take Five or have time and 
want to pray about important issues around you – we call this: 

TAKE FIVE PLUS! 
Take about five issues (so that you can handle them daily or regularly).  

SUGGESTIONS: 
1. Pray for more workers in the harvest (Luke 10:2),  
2. Pray for people in authority: your pastor, your boss or teacher, your mayor, your president, etc. (1 

Tim 2:1-2). 
3. Pray for the lost and least in your community, town, city or county.  
4. Pray for the lost and least in areas as mentioned in Acts 1:8, Your country (Judea), neighbouring 

countries (Samaria) or to the ends of the earth – countries with a high percentage unsaved people 
e.g. the 10/40 Window or the countries where believers are persecuted or an unreached people 
group (See Annexure A for more details).  

5. Pray for the peace of Jerusalem and the country of Israel. 
6. Pray for family, friends and co-workers or students, etc. 

You can add and change this as needs demand (but please do not delete the prayer for workers in the 
harvest). 

WAIT FIVE 

As discussed in the section on the leading of the Holy Spirit in Unit 7, we should use the opportunity in all our 
prayer times to WAIT FIVE on the Lord. This can be 5 minutes (or seconds). In your time of praying for your 
TAKE FIVE or TAKE FIVE PLUS it is wonderful to take some time to Wait on God for the people or things you 
prayed for. 
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Please remember: If someone comes to the Lord through your work as an L-10-Ter, care for them and 
encourage them to do or teach them yourself to do the L-10-T course so that they can too, become a 
disciple-making disciple of Jesus! 

 

CHECK: Do you agree that everyone older than 12 and younger than a 100 (and many under 12’s too) can do 
this step – each at his or her own level - and that there is a lot of scope for growth? 

In summary on “Telling About Jesus”, determine in your heart with the Apostle Paul: 

 

& READ 1 COR. 9:19 – 22 (NIV) 
19 Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to everyone, to win as many as possible. 
… To those under the law I became like one under the law (though I myself am not under the law), so 
as to win those under the law. 21 To those not having the law I became like one not having the law 
(though I am not free from God’s law but am under Christ’s law), so as to win those not having the law. 
22 To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all things to all men so that by all possible 
means I might save some.  

 

THE NEED TO FULFIL THE GREAT COMMISSION IS LARGER THAN EVER,  AND 
ALSO IN OUR COMMUNITIES .  LET US ALL DO OUR PART AS WE NOW KNOW  
IS  POSSIBLE! 
 

 

 

An hour of Prayer for the Luke 10 Transformation Ministry 

An hour of prayer (divided into 12 five minute slots) is attached in Annexure L. 

We encourage you to pray through it on a regular (for example, once a week) basis. Or as you 
can! 

This is another way of being part of the L-10-T ministry to equip 500 million workers (You are 
now one of them!) in the harvest to reach 2 billion for Christ within 30 years! 
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THE RETURN –   THE L-10-T EFFECT! 

L-10-T CHANGES LIVES – FIRSTLY YOURS AND THEN THOSE WITH WHOM YOU L-10-T. 
It should not surprise us! Let us read what happened to the Luke 10 
disciples as they returned: 

17 “The seventy-two returned with joy and said, ‘Lord, even the 
demons submit to us in your name.’” (Luke 10:17) 

Likewise, ordinary people, like you and me, are returning from wherever we have been during the week 
with glowing faces and reports of the wonders (small and large) that GOD has done in the lives of other 
people - touched by Him through us. 

Jesus’ reaction to the disciples’ return should tell us everything: 

& READ LUKE 10:18-19; 21; 23-24 

18 He replied, “I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. 19 I have given you authority to trample on snakes 
and scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy; nothing will harm you.” … 21 At that time Jesus, 
full of joy through the Holy Spirit, said, “I praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because you have 
hidden these things from the wise and learned, and revealed them to little children. Yes, Father, for this was 
your good pleasure … 23 Then he turned to his disciples and said privately, “Blessed are the eyes that see 
what you see. 24 For I tell you that many prophets and kings wanted to see what you see but did not see it, 
and to hear what you hear but did not hear it.”  

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Jesus rejoices greatly and gives us a glimpse of the ________________ in the heavens if we L-10-T.  

He even rejoices through the Holy Spirit with His Father over the return of the seventy two and in vs. 23 turns 
to His twelve disciples and marvels about what they have seen. 

So let us rejoice with Him every day as we L-10-T. As you do any of the L-10-T steps during the day, praise 
and thank the Lord for the privilege of being in His service and for His goodness! This will bring you much joy!  

Verse 19 tells us we do not have to _________ when we L-10-T! 

THE IMPORTANCE OF DAILY, OR AT LEAST WEEKLY FEEDBACK 
Find a place where you can _______ _______ as the disciples did when they returned, such as a once-a-
week report-back or debriefing. This can happen at a Christian Association, at school or work; with a friend or 
teacher; or in another group setting, such as at home with the family. You may also report back in your cell 
group, congregation (on Sundays) or Sunday school. You may also use a virtual place to report back such as 
a WhatsApp Group, set up for this purpose or any other social media. 

 

WHY IS REGULAR FEEDBACK NECESSARY? 
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L-10-T is a new lifestyle and as people we resist change. Our biggest enemy is plainly forgetting to do it or 
telling ourselves that we do not have the time! 

REGULAR FEEDBACK: 
Ø Assists us to remember. 

Ø Assists us not to become lazy and stop. 

Ø Assists us to internalize the new lifestyle. 

Ø Motivates us as we see others share. 

Ø Give us an opportunity to share what the Holy Spirit is doing through us – which builds faith in others. 

Ø Motivates us to do more – even to pray out loud for needs, or to be bolder in telling others about Jesus. 

Ø Encourages someone who may have experienced a “No”. 

Ø Encourages us to persevere and touch more people with L-10-T. 

Ø It assists us to care better for people who came to know Jesus as part of our ministry. 

 

Expanding on the last point: If people does not get cared for and come to know Jesus as part of the ministry of 
your L-10-T group something is wrong. Do not be shy to address progress in your group.  

Jesus sent the disciples out in pairs. You should get someone to be your “buddy” and you his/hers.  Your 
commitment to each other will be to make L-10-T a lifestyle for both of you! 

You MUST take responsibility for your regular feedback session and that you get a __________! It is 
vital in your new walk with the Lord! 

Now choose someone to buddy with and make your commitment to each other. Also discuss the place 
of regular feedback that your group will use and where and how regular you will meet your buddy. 

My Buddy is: ______________ Tel no: __________________  Feedback will be done 
at:_______________ 

As your L-10-T group gathers or you meet with your L-10-T Buddy: also WAIT FIVE together. “Again, 
truly I tell you that if two of you on earth agree about anything they ask for, it will be done for them by my 
Father in heaven. For where two or three gather in my name, there am I with them.” (Matthew 18:19-20). 
There is such power when we are two or three or more, and we can pray, plan AND WAIT on HIM 
together! 

THE INTEGRATION OF THE L-10-T STEPS 
You will have noticed that the L-10-T steps are not progressive. Each step stands on its own. Sometimes 
one step will lead to another: for example, when someone allows you to pray for them, you do that and also ask 
the Lord’s blessing on them! Be ready to move from one step to the other! 

Connect Steps 1 and 3 and be a blessing to others! Affirmation in Step 1 may open the way to support in 
times of need according to Step 3. Saying grace in Step 2 may open the way to Steps 1, 3 or 4! The 
convergence of the four L-10-T steps focuses your life to one committed to always be a _____________ 
to others.  

Be flexible and creative! You can do L-10-T over the phone, by SMS or e-mail or in a chat room on the Internet. 
Use whatever opportunity you get to touch someone with God’s love! 
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When an opportunity goes past it is lost forever (unless you remember and pray and/or do later). An 
opportunity to do L-10-T during the day is a ‘moment of truth’ - a critical or decisive time - at which one is put 
to the ultimate test. . . What will you do? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

& READ LUKE 10:20 
20 “However, do not rejoice that the spirits submit to you, but rejoice that your names are written in 
heaven.”                                              

WHAT STRIKES YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PASSAGE? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Jesus knows us humans well and warns us not to think too _____________ of ourselves if wonderful things 
happen when we L-10-T.  If anything happens, it is the work of the ___________________.  Our task is to do 

(be obedient) and rejoice in Him! 

We can never say that anything happens as a result of our prayers only. We believe He hears our prayers (if 
there are no hindrances), but there may have been other factors (and prayers) that played a role as well. 

EQUIP FIVE 
Equip Five is a challenge to everyone that has done the L-10-T equipping to show or train at least five others 
to do L-10-T. The equipping manual contains all the information necessary. It is usually very easy to find others 
to train. It may be a spouse, child, parent, friend or colleague at work. You might not have had a buddy in your 
equipping group. Choosing a good potential buddy and equipping him/her might be your first trainee! 

YOUR FIRST FIVE POTENTIAL TRAINEES:  

Make a list of up to five people you know should love to learn about L-10-T:  
1. ______________            2.___________________  3.______________________   

4. ______________              5.___________________ 

Equipping someone else to do L-10-T is one of the best methods to assist you to do L-10-T better. 

When you have trained five people – why not train another five? Or: Become a certified L-10-T trainer to train 
larger and different groups of people on a regular basis? 

Jesus solves problems and multiplies what we bring!  

Read and reflect on Matthew 15:29-38 where Jesus heals the sick and multiplies the bread and 
fish.  

Similarly we bring people’s problems to the feet of Jesus as we do the four steps of L-10-T. Never 
stop believing that He can solve those problems well!  

Everyone can do L-10-T! You bring that what you have to the way you do the four steps of L-10-T. 
Jesus can wonderfully multiply your effort! 

Discuss! 
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LET  US  TURN  THE  FULL  CIRCLE  BY  LOOKING  BACK  AT  UNITS  3  &  
4  TO  EVALUATE  IF  L-10-T  WILL  REALLY  ASSIST  US  IN  CARRYING  
OUT  JESUS’  COMMANDMENTS. 
 

CARRYING OUT THE GREAT COMMISSION 
How do the L-10-T principles assist you to do the Great Commission more effectively? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you think the effect will be on the lost if every Christian in your town/city/ region does L-10-T? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

CARRYING OUT THE SECOND GREAT COMMANDMENT 
How do the L-10-T principles assist you in loving your neighbour and caring for the less fortunate? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you think the effect will be on the needy if every Christian in your town/city/ region does L-10-T? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

FOLLOWING JESUS 
How do the L-10-T principles assist you in following Jesus in a practical way in your daily life? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you think the effect will be if every Christian in your town/city/ region starts following Jesus in this 
way? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
DO YOU THINK L-10-T WILL BUILD YOUR FAITH? 
How do the L-10-T principles assist you in building your practical faith? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you think the effect will be if every Christian’s faith in your town/city/ region is built likewise? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

DO YOU THINK L-10-T ASSISTS IN OBEYING JESUS’ “OTHER” COMMANDMENTS? 
How do the L-10-T principles assist you in obeying even Jesus’ unusual commandments we discussed, 
such as loving your enemy and searching for the Kingdom of Heaven? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

DO YOU THINK L-10-T WILL IMPROVE YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD (FIRST GREAT 
COMMANDMENT)? 
How do the L-10-T principles (including Waiting on God) assist you in becoming closer to the Lord? In being 
Jesus’ friend? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

L-10-T WORKS EVERYWHERE: 
Ø L-10-T works with evangelists – it expands their scope and impact; 

Ø L-10-T works for the 96% - it empowers them to be evangelists in their own right; 

Ø L-10-T works for non-church going Christians – they use it to live their faith – their congregation is there 
where they move and work! 

Ø L-10-T works in countries with religious freedom – you may experience the joy of extending God’s love to 
all around you as you go through your life as a minister of God. 

Ø L-10-T works for Christians in countries where there is persecution of your faith – you L-10-T silently and 
rely on affirmation in Step 1, all aspects of Step 2 and the physical care side of Step 3. Through Take 5 you 
are constantly on the lookout for unsaved people whom the Holy Spirit specifically wants to bring under 
your care. In these circumstances your Take Five may become 10 or more! 

 

L-10-T IS A MULTIFACETTED INTEGRATED DISCIPLESHIP TOOL: 

Ø L-10-T touches multiple areas of our faith life as illustrated by the model in Fig 8.1 below; 
 

Ø L-10-T revolves around relationships as illustrated by the central relationship circle. 
 

Ø The big circle illustrates the facets of relationships affected in the L-10-Ter’s personal life. 
 

Ø The left lower small circle shows how L-10-T multiplies disciple-making disciples through the 
individual and the church. 
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Ø The top right small circle shows the overall outcome – personal and community transformation. 

         

 

Fig. 8.1 
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LET’S GO! 

WASTE NO TIME IN STARTING OR CONTINUING TO L-10-T!  
If you have not started yet, start within a maximum of FOUR DAYS 
of this equipping! 

& READ JAMES 2:14, 17 
14 What good is it, my brothers, if a man claims to have faith but has no deeds? 
Can such faith save him? … 17 In the same way, faith by itself, if it is not 
accompanied by action, is dead.  

What strikes you most about this passage? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

BUT!............... 
Now that you are technically trained to L-10-T, consider whether there is anything that will hinder you from 
starting or continue L-10-T-ing? Write it down and discuss thoroughly to ensure that trivialities do not 
keep you from L-10-T-ing. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In addition to simply forgetting, being __________ to L-10-T will be your one of your biggest obstacles. If you 
are in such a rush that you do not have the time to take 5 minutes out of your day to pray for five lost souls, or 
30 seconds here and there during the day to just care for someone by asking God’s blessing on him/her, or 
stop to care for someone with a need – then we want to ask you to deliberately slow down and do L-10-T. 
It will bring you peace and protect your health!  

Remember the parable of the sower and the seed. (Mat 13:3-23)! The seed is the L-10-T program that you 
just completed. 

Ø Do not be so busy that you never really start! (Then it will be in your case that the seed fell on the road and 
was devoured by the birds.)  

Ø You may now be very excited and want to L-10-T and start well, but because you have no place to report 
back at and no buddy to support you well, you are put off by the slightest criticism or difficulty. You start to 
L-10-T less and less until you stop. (This will be your case where the seed fell on stony places with not 
much earth. The plant sprang up quickly, but was scorched by the sun due to a lack of roots and water.)   

Ø You may now be excited and want to L-10-T and start well, but you become busy with other church activities 
and programs, or your work pressure increases and you delay your L-10-T a bit. You may also wonder 
whether the Lord really hears your L-10-T prayers and whether following His commands is really so 
important. Before you know you have stopped L-10-T-ing! (In this case the seed came up but was choked 
by thorns). 

Ø We trust that your L-10-T seed will be nourished well and yield a plentiful crop, some hundredfold, some 
sixty and some thirty! 

Do not let the _________ of life __________ you from following Jesus every day and executing His 
____________ to be salt and ___________ in the world!   
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YOU NEED TO HAVE A DEFINITE PLAN TO START AND CONTINUE L-10-T-ING! 
Now that you have completed your equipping, the next 21 days are critical to form the ______ of L-10-T-ing. 
Use the accompanying table to monitor your first 21 days of doing L-10-T – you will do as you measure!  

It takes 21 days to form a habit; 21 months to change a _______________! (Sipling, T - Bibliography). So 
persevere for at least 21 months! Check your progress regularly – personally and with your buddy! 

A 12-MONTH PLAN: 

 in your group or with your buddy how you would like 
to see yourself doing L-10-T within 12 months from now (use the checklist above where necessary):  

Step 1: 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 2: 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 3: 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 4: 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 (with whom and with which buddy – both to encourage and be encouraged): 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

A 21-MONTH PLAN 

 specific plans for how you will expand your practice of L-10-T and persevere 
until L-10-T is a lifestyle (i.e. the next 21 months) and discuss (use the checklist where necessary): 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________  
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Use the following checklist personally or with your group and buddy to check your progress. It will also assist 
you to draw up your 12 month and 21 month plans and in regular feedback sessions with your group or buddy 
you will look at your progress on the following main points on each step: 

STEP 1: ASKING THE BLESSING, PEACE AND LOVE OF THE LORD  
þ All places you go every day; 

þ All or most of the people you meet everyday; 

þ  On each task that you start. Thank Him when finished;  

þ Make sure you have forgiven everybody who wronged you in your life. Reconcile with them where 
possible; 

þ Continue to forgive everybody who wrong you every day;  

þ Make sure that you get assistance if you stand in a situation of abuse or persecution (for your faith, 
gender or caste etc) every day or regularly. 

þ Go and ask forgiveness and reconcile with those that you wronged in the past or recently. 

þ Speak words of affirmation to people around you doing well. 

þ Making acts of generosity a part of your lifestyle. 

þ Consciously start to be a blessing everywhere you go. 

þ Are you praying for your family members; forgiving them in times of conflict; living the five love 
languages in your home; living being generous at home and being a blessing in your household?  

þ And Wait on God wherever you can in all the above cases. 

STEP 2: BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS WITH PEOPLE WHERE YOU WORK, STUDY OR 
MOVE WHO DO NOT KNOW JESUS AS LORD AND SAVIOUR.  

þ Identify them with the assistance of the Holy Spirit: First one; then the second one …; 

þ First do Step 1 on them; then start to build the relationship. Then continue to do Step 1 on them every 
day. 

þ Talk to your buddy or group if you struggle. 

þ Find out their story. 

þ Remember short-term relationships – when you just meet people for a short time – Did they experience 
Jesus in you?  

þ Make sure you do nothing that would put people off Christ if they would find you are a Christian. 

þ Make sure you do nothing that would put people in your family off Christ due to you being a different 
person at home than at church or elsewhere; or where your following Jesus actions are inconsistent.   

þ Get rid of such negative characteristics if you have them.  

þ Get assistance if necessary. 

þ Wait on God for the people you build relationships with or meet? 
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þ Did you commit to and live an Unashamedly Ethical pledge? 

þ Use the (silent) prayer for food everywhere. 

þ Are you having opportunities to do Step 3 on them? 

þ Are you having opportunities to move to aspects of Step 4 with them? 

þ Discuss your Step 2 relationships with your buddy or group regularly – is there movement? 

STEP 3: MEETING NEEDS OR CONCERNS BY LISTENING AND THEN ASSISTING 
PHYSICALLY OR EMOTIONALLY AND/OR BY PRAYING NOW.  

þ Do you regularly assist with needs of those around you? 

þ Do you assist non-believers? 

þ Do you encourage people around you who need encouragement? Also non-believers? 

þ Do you pray silently for needs or concerns? 

þ Are you (now) able to ask people who mentioned needs or concerns if you may pray for them? (Note: 
You might have been able to do it from the start – those who could only do silent prayer should be 
encouraged to move to this level of prayer.) 

þ Are you (now) able to ask anyone any day whether they have a need and then follow the process to 
meet the need or concern? 

þ Are you applying Pray Now in your family?  

þ Have you expanded one-to-one meeting of needs to you meeting the needs of an organization? Which 
one(s)? 

þ Are you consciously allowing the Holy Spirit to guide you in doing Step 3? Are you making progress? 

þ Are you regularly WAITING FIVE on the Lord, for the needs around you? 

STEP 4: TELL ABOUT JESUS 

IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE 4%  ( I .E .  A  DIRECT EVANGELIST) :  
þ Are you doing evangelism as always (in your culture and legal environment)? 

þ Maybe you realized during the L-10-T equipping that you want to be a direct evangelist. Did you get the 
necessary equipping? (For example, an EE course – see Annexure A) 

þ Are people coming to Christ? Are they being baptized and discipled to know what Jesus wants His 
followers to do?  

IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE 96%:   
þ Did you consciously prepare yourself to be ready to answer questions about your faith when they come 

from others? 

þ Did you prepare and practice your 3-minute testimony on how you came to Christ or why you believe? 
Keep it fresh by practicing on your buddy and vice versa!  

þ Do you know the basic steps to lead someone to Christ? (You should know a “detailed” method such 
as “Knowing God” in Annexure B, EE, Romans Road, etc. and a “short” method.) Practice it on your 
buddy regularly to stay fresh! 
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þ Are people coming to Christ? Actively go through the people you have identified in your environment 
as needing Christ. Discuss what you can do to assist them – invite them to an Alpha course, or a Short 
Film evening. Use the experience and gifting of your Buddy and group to draw people to Christ. 

þ Discipleship: If one of the people on your Step 2 list or Take Five list accepted Jesus as Lord and 
Saviour – are you continuing to care for them until they are strong in the Lord? 

o Have they got a Bible and know how to read it or an audio Bible if they cannot read. 

o Do they know how to pray? 

o Have they got discipleship material and assistance to go through it or are they attending an 
Alpha course to make them strong disciples? 

o Are they now linked to a church or house church or are you taking care of them at least on a 
weekly basis?  

TAKING F IVE :   
þ Have you chosen five specific persons that you know (it can be family) that do not know Jesus as 

Saviour for your Take Five? 

þ Are you doing Step 1 every day for your Five? 

þ Are you doing Step 2 and 3 every day for your Five? 

þ If one of your Five is saved, did you replace them with another? (Remember these five are different 
from people you would normally choose in Step 2 – but there may be some overlap.) 

þ Have you started doing Take Five Plus? (This is praying daily for a number of serious items – workers 
in the harvest, your country, other countries, countries where there are persecution for faith; unreached 
people groups, etc. - at the same time as you pray for your Five) 

þ Are you regularly doing WAIT FIVE? 

þ Have you started praying the 1-hour prayer for the Luke 10 Transformation ministry? 

EQUIP F IVE (equipping others to do L-10-T) 

þ Have you taught someone to do L-10-T (a friend, spouse, child, colleague, etc.)? 

þ How many others have you taught to do L-10-T this year? 

þ Have you become a certified L-10-T Trainer (a certified Trainer have done a course to train different 
groups)? 

þ Are you following up on those you have trained? 

 
PLANNING CYCLES AND FEEDBACK 

þ Are you and your buddy supporting each other with feedback during the first 21 days after completion 
of your equipping? 

þ Did you make a 12-month plan and are you and your buddy supporting each other with at least monthly 
feedback and reviews? You might even update your plan occasionally. 

þ Did you make a 21-month plan and are you and your buddy supporting each other with at least monthly 
feedback and reviews? You might even update your plan occasionally. 
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þ Regularly ask yourself and your buddy: Is L-10-T becoming a lifestyle? If not, why not? 

AS ONE SENT BY JESUS CHRIST YOU ARE STANDING AT THE BEGINNING OF 
THE REST OF YOUR LIFE! 
 

You are now ready to show your commitment to the Lord by signing the L-10-T 
Commitment Form (See Annexure F) 

 

PLEASE REMEMBER:  In doing L-10-T you should experience the Lord’s joy, love and peace as 
you do the different steps. Even signing the L-10-T Commitment should not constitute hardship. L-10-
T gives you the opportunity to follow Jesus and to be obedient just as you are.  

If you feel you are losing your joy, love or peace, stop doing L-10-T for a few days. Read Units 3 and 4 again 
and start afresh! Do not forget the Trinity’s joy as they heard the report of the 72 disciples. 

My prayer is that the Lord will bless you as you L-10-T and that one day you will hear these words:  

...“Well done, good and faithful servant, you have been faithful over a few things, I will make you ruler 
over many things. Enter into the joy of your Lord (Mat 25:21 NKJV)  

 

  

FORCING PEOPLE TO DO L-10-T IS A SURE WAY TO … 

STOP THEM TO DO IT! 

The entire aim of the L-10-T program is to invite believers to want to start following and loving Jesus 
and to want to start loving people in need or people still outside the Kingdom into it. 

This should naturally lead believers to want to commit in their hearts to do L-10-T (as expressed in 
the L-10-T Commitment Form). 

So as L-10-T now unfolds in the life of each believer, his/her internal commitment and the assistance 
of his/her L-10-T Buddy and L-10-T Group should lovingly pull him/her to greater and greater action. 

Planning periods and checklists helps us to measure. Nobody can manage what they do not 
measure. Let us do it for Him! 
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DAY NO /DATE WHAT DID YOU DO? WHAT HAPPENED? 

Example When I entered the shop I prayed for God’s 
blessing to rest on the place (the shop), staff & 

customers. 

I looked differently at those around 
me. 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

9   

10   

11   

12   

13   

14   

15   

16   

17   

18   

19   

20   

21   

 

ANSWERS 
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Nr. Answer Nr. Answer 
 Unit 3  Unit 7 
1 near, far 27 Sensitivity 
2 pray, go 28 Sick 
3 evangelists, relationships 29 like, harmed 

 Unit 4 30 Second Great 
4 Cost 31 Holy Spirit 
5 Kingdom of God, first 32 Organizations 
6 God, other people 33 know, by whom 
7 thirsty, hungry, strangers/foreigners, 

naked, ill, prisoners 
34 Blessed 

8 Jesus 35 Stop 
9 Know   
10 communication, prayer  Unit 8 
11 He, us 36 Questions 
12 We should do what He commands us. 37 Part 

 Unit 5 38 Share 
13 His wonderful goodness & mercy in a 

person’s life 
39 opportunities, God’s blessing; build 

relationships 
14 Blessing 40 Everyone 
15 first, prayers, authority 41 Holy Spirit 
16 place, peace, peace  Unit 9 
17 Father in Heaven 42 spiritual impact 
18 Forgive 43 Fear 
19 themselves, God 44 report back 
 Unit 6 45 Buddy 
20 Evangelist 46 Blessing 
21 Stories 39 highly, Holy Spirit 
22 Compromise  Unit 10 
23 Magnet 48 too busy 
24 do anything, offence 49 cares, prevent, command, light 
25 Personality 50 Habit 
26 Grace 51 Lifestyle 
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ANNEXURE A - DIRECT EVANGELISM COURSES / TOOLS 

The following are some of the names and contact details of internationally known methods of direct evangelism 
and other resources. Most of these are available in many languages and have offices in many countries. Use 
the references to find a suitable one near you. There are many Apps available to share the gospel. 

 

Ø EE – www.evangelismexplosion.org; (Detail courses, tracts and App) 

Ø Alpha Course – www.alphausa.org  

Ø Evangecube   - www.e3resources.org (also cards and tracts) 

Ø The Four Spiritual Laws – Campus Crusade for Christ  (CRU) – www.cru.org (tracts and ministries) 

Ø Romans Road – a way from Romans – Google “Romans Road” 

Ø Every Home for Christ – www.ehc.org; (Program & tracts) 

Ø Willow Creek Association – Courses & books: Becoming a Contagious Christian; Just Walk across the 
Room; www.willowcreek.com;  

Ø 10/40 Window: http://www.win1040.com/ 

Ø Persecuted Church: Open Doors International – www.opendoorsusa.org 

Ø Unreached People Groups: Joshua Project - http://www.joshuaproject.net/ 

Ø Call2All – Network to finish the Great Commission: www.call2all.org 

Ø The Global Short Film network - http://www.globalshortfilmnetwork.com  

Ø One Minute Witness - http://www.oasisworldministries.org/one-minute-witness/   

Ø Three Circles Evangelism Tool -  https://youtu.be/V7mURm-8cOI 

Ø 4-1-1 Evangelism Tool - https://noplaceleft.net/411-gospel-conversation-training/  

Ø Gospel sharing tools on your smartphone: Search your App store for “evangelism tools” 

There are many. Check them out for theological soundness or ask your pastor. Examples: 

• GodTools (Good, contains 4 spiritual laws etc); Easy to share the tool with others. 
Website: https://knowgod.com/en  Download the Godtools app from your Appstore;  
E-mail: GodTools@e.cru.org 

• eeHelps 
• Share your Faith – use the Bridge; Many languages. www.howtoshareyourfaith.com  
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ANNEXURE B - KNOWING GOD 

The following is a way to lead someone to the Lord or to assure your own salvation or structure your 
testimony. 

God’s purpose:  PEACE AND LIFE 
God loves you and wants you to experience peace and eternal life. 

The Bible says . . . 

“…We have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ.”  Romans 5:1 

“For God loved the world so much that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him may not 
die but have eternal life.”  John 3:16 

Since God planned for us to have peace and the full life right now, why are most people not having it? 

Our problem: SEPARATION 
God created us to be like Him and enjoy life.  He did not force us to love and obey Him, but gave us a will and 
freedom of choice. 

The first man and woman chose to disobey God and go their own willful way.  We still make this choice today.  This 
results in separation from God. 

The Bible says . . . 

“Everyone has sinned and is far away from God’s saving presence.”  Romans 2:23 

“For sin pays its wage – death: but God’s free gift is eternal life in union with Christ Jesus our Lord.” 

God’s Answer: JESUS CHRIST 
Jesus Christ is the only answer to this problem.  He died on the cross and rose from the grave, took the 
punishment for our sin and bridged the gap between God and man. 

The Bible says . . . 

“For there is one God, and there is one who brings God and mankind together; the 
man Christ Jesus.” 1 Timothy 2:5 

“But God has shown us how much he loves us – it was while we were still sinners that 
Christ died for us!”  Romans 5:8 

Our response: RECEIVE CHRIST 
We must trust Jesus Christ and receive Him by personal surrender and invitation. 

The Bible says . . . 

“And this is the testimony: God has given us eternal life, and this life is in his Son.  He who has the Son has life: he 
who does not have the Son of God does not have life.  I write these things to you who believe in the name of the 
Son of God so that you may know that you have eternal life.”  1 John 5:11-13 

“I tell you the truth, whoever hears my word and believes him who sent me has eternal life and will not be 
condemned: he has crossed over from death to life.”  John 5:24 

“Some, however, did receive Him and believed in Him; so he gave them the right to become God’s children.”  John 
1:12 

BEGINNING  WITH  CHRIST 
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Is there any good reason why you do not want to invite Jesus Christ into your life right now? 

HOW TO BEGIN YOUR LIFE WITH CHRIST: 
1. Admit your condition (I am a sinner). 

2. Be willing to turn from your sins (repent). 

3. Believe that Jesus Christ died for you on the cross and rose from the grave. 

4. Through prayer, invite Jesus Christ to come in and control your life through the Holy Spirit. (Receive Him 
as Lord and Saviour of your life). 

 

CONFESSING CHRIST 
The Bible says . . . 

“If you confess that Jesus is Lord and believe that God raised him from death, you will be saved.”  Romans 10:9 

 

EXAMPLE OF WHAT TO PRAY  (Make it your prayer): 

Dear Lord Jesus, 

 I know that I am a sinner and need Your forgiveness.  I believe that You died for my sins and that God 
raised You from death.  I want to turn from my sins.  I now invite You to come into my life.  I trust You as Saviour 
and will follow You as Lord with my heart, soul and body. 

 

Thank you, Lord, for saving me.  AMEN 

 

 

 

Signature: ________________________________________                Date:  ____________________ 
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GOD’S ASSURANCE:  HIS WORD 
If you prayed this prayer, the Bible says . . . 

“Everyone who calls out to the Lord for help will be saved.”  Romans 10:13 

 

“For it is by God’s grace that you have been saved through faith.  It is not the result of your own efforts, but God’s 
gift, so that no one can boast about it.” Ephesians 2:8-9 

Did you sincerely ask Jesus Christ to come into your life?  Where is He right now?  What has He given you? 

The Bible says . . . 

“Whoever has the Son has this life; whoever does not have the Son of God does not have life.  I am writing this to 
you so that you may know that you have eternal Life – you that believe in the Son of God.”  1 John 5:12-13 

 

WALKING WITH GOD 
This is the beginning of a wonderful new life in Christ.  To deepen this walk with Christ: 

1. Read your Bible every day to get to know Christ better. 

2. Talk to God in prayer every day. 

3. Be baptized. 

4. Be controlled by the Holy Spirit. 

5. Tell others about Christ. 

6. Share your new life by your love and concern for others. 

7. Find another Christian or two with whom you can pray and share regularly your successes and failures. 

8. Worship and serve with other Christians in a church (yes, even in prison) where Christ is preached. 
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ANNEXURE C - THE L-10-T STORY 

 

The L-10-T story is a modern day story of God’s answer to prayer; His use of men (and women) in His service; 
and the power of examples and testimonies. 

In March and April 2003 intercessors in Johannesburg and Ekurhuleni in South Africa cried out to the Lord in 
desperation on realizing that 8 out 10 people in the two cities do not know Jesus as Saviour (praying Luke 
10:2).  

In May 2003 the Lord used the ministries of Ed Silvoso and Os Hillman (at a Harvest Evangelism Conference 
in Kempton Park) to show some of the Transformation Leaders in Ekurhuleni and Johannesburg that a paradigm 
shift in thinking and using some of the principles of prayer evangelism (as explained by Ed Silvoso – see 
Bibliography) can mobilize all Christians in a community to care, pray for and share the good news of Jesus 
Christ with the lost in their community. We suddenly felt that Jesus gave the tools to equip multitudes of 
workers in the harvest! 

L-10-T developed from this as a tool to equip all the Christians in congregations, all types of organizations and 
communities in the basics of living out their faith. Congregations, adults, youth and children were transformed 
in South Africa! 

The name Luke 10 Transformation (or L-10-T) originated from our ministry to the youth (then led by Belinda 
Brandt). 

Where to find the best examples of L-10-T? Recent examples can be found in all the individuals (adults and 
youth), congregations and organizations trained in L-10-T with testimonies on our equipping DVDs and 
documents (contact us for details).  

For other examples of L-10-T refer to the website, books and DVDs by Ed Silvoso (see Bibliography) and the 
work of Harvest Evangelism and the International Transformation Network (www.transformourworld.org)  

 L-10-T is used all over the world, as it is one of the suggested tools to use during the 90 days of blessing of 
the Global Day of Prayer (www.globaldayofprayer.com) and in continuing Global Outreach Day 
(www.globaloutreachday.com) the rest of the year! 

In May 2009 the L-10-T team realized (it was like scales falling from our eyes) that in cooperation with Call2All 
and its partners, L-10-T can be a valuable tool to reach the lost and least in every community in the world where 
a Christian church or presence exists – i.e. in their “Jerusalem”! Our vision is now to equip 500 million Christians 
all over the world to reach 2 billion (2 000 000 000) people for Christ. We believe it is possible to do the 
equipping within 30 years from 2011 if that is God’s will. 

After the Lausanne 3 Cape Town 2010 meeting a Call to Action was issued to the worldwide church. It was 
amazing when we found that if a church implements L-10-T they implement over 80% of the 94 Calls to Action. 
(Contact us to receive this analysis.) 

In 2020 the L-10-T equipping was strengthened by adding Waiting on God principles and strengthening its 
inward focus to the family. Our thanks goes to the Houston L-10-T family led by Colin Millar. 

And so ... the L-10-T story is part of His story and it is still being written every day – because it is a lifestyle of 
living one’s faith.  
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ANNEXURE D – UNASHAMEDLY ETHICAL PLEDGE 

INDIVIDUAL	COMMITMENT	FORM 	
I	COMMIT:	 	

01.	To	be	entirely	truthful	in	all	I	say.	

02.	To	be	faithful	to	my	family	relationships.	

03.	To	do	nothing	out	of	selfish	ambition	or	conceit,	but	to	look	out	for	the	interests	of	others.	

04.	To	refuse	to	elicit,	accept	or	pay	any	bribes,	and	to	report	those	who	do.	

05.	To	be	a	diligent	leader	without	being	harsh,	and	to	pay	my	staff	what	is	just	and	fair.	

06.	To	be	a	peacemaker.	

07.	To	do	my	work	wholeheartedly.	

08.	To	submit	myself	to	just	and	ethical	governing	authorities.	

09.	To	remember	the	poor	by	investing	generously	and	sacrificially	in	the	broader	community.	

10.	To	collaborate	with	my	peers	to	impact	our	community	and	nation.	

Signature:	_____________________________				Signed	on	the	______	day	of			___________________,	20______	in	_________________	

PLEASE	COMPLETE	THE	FOLLOWING:	

Name	and	Surname:	_________________________________________			Name	of	Organisation:	_____________________________________	

E-mail	Address:	_____________________________________________				Web	Address:_______________________________________________	

Telephone	Number:	________________________________________					Mobile	Number:	_____________________________________________	

Your	Postal	Address:	_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

CONTACT	DETAILS 
P O Box 129 
Blackheath 7581 
Republic of South Africa	

Tel: +27 21 907 1522 

Email: info@unashamedlyethical.com 

PLEASE NOTE: Different individual and corporate commitment forms can be found on 
the UE website and submitted online. www.unashamedlyethical.com 
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ANNEXURE E  - BECOME AN ONLINE MISSIONARY! 

Through Global Media Outreach an excellent opportunity to become a missionary has become possible. If you 
have a computer and internet facility you can assist people to come to Christ from your home using a few 
minutes every day or so!  

It is a safe and secure way to become a missionary – even the greatest introvert can do this! GMO provides 
training online and you can set your workload. 

GMO uses a secure system. You will not be able to contact the person you assist directly and your computer 
will be totally secure – they will not know where you are. 

You will deal with people seeking Christ through one of their online sites throughout the world. Activity worldwide 
can be seen on a map of the world from the amazing website: www.greatcommission2020.com 

You can literally watch what God is doing worldwide to bring people to Him through this ministry! 

Go to GMO website www.globalmediaoutreach.com for more detail and to 
volunteer as an Online Missionary! 
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ANNEXURE F – L-10-T COMMITMENT FORM 

LUKE	10	TRANSFORMATION 

INDIVIDUAL	COMMITMENT	FORM 	
After	having	completed	the	L-10-T	equipping	course	and	having	considered	the	Commandments	of	Jesus	
that	was	explained	in	the	training	as	well	as	the	vastness	of	the	harvest	of	lost	people	in	my	community,	
country	and	the	world,	I	commit	to	actively	live	an	L-10-T	lifestyle	and	grow	in	this	lifestyle	from	now	on:	

I	COMMIT:	

1.	To	do	the	four	steps	of	L-10-T	daily	everywhere	I	go,	living	as	a	full	time	minister	of	God.	

2.	To	always	try	to	have	an	active	L-10-T	Buddy	or	Friend,	whom	I	hereby	commit	to	support	to	live	the	L-10-T	
lifestyle.	

3.	To	always	have	and	do	a	Take	Five	daily,	replacing	people	who	accept	Jesus	with	those	who	do	not,	until	the	day	
I	die	or	are	not	physically	or	mentally	able	to	do	this.	

4.	To	always	also	focus	my	doing	of	the	steps	of	L-10-T	inwards	to	my	spouse,	children,	parents	and	siblings.	

5.	To	try	to	have	and	maintain	a	group	to	whom	I	report	back	regularly	(preferably	at	least	weekly)	on	my	L-10-
Ting,	whether	the	group	be	my	family,	home	group,	other	group,	congregation	or	a	virtual	group.	

6.	To	forgive	those	who	wrong	me,	or	those	close	to	me,	daily	and	pray	God’s	blessing	on	them.	Also	to	engage	in	
and	complete	a	process	of	forgiving	all	those	who	wronged	me,	and	those	close	to	me,	in	my	past.	

7.	To	immediately	SAY	and	DO	sorry	to	all	those	whom	I	have	wronged.	

8.	To	pray	for	additional	items	of	importance	in	my	Take	Five	PLUS,	the	first	being	prayer	for	workers	in	the	harvest.	

9.	To	live	a	life	of	being	Unashamedly	Ethical	so	as	to	preach	Jesus	with	my	life	without	even	using	words.	

10.	To	immediately	train	others	to	do	L-10-T	according	to	my	EQUIP	5	list,	and	then	another	5	and	so	on.	

11.	To	Wait	on	God	wherever	I	can	in	my	prayer	and	regularly	WAIT	FIVE	on	Him.	

12.	To	always	strive	to	improve	my	doing	of	L-10-T	in	all	respects	to	have	greater	impact	everywhere	I	go.	

	

Signed	by	me:	______________________________(full	name)			Signature	______________________________________________________	

Signed	on	the	________	day	of		______________________,	20_______		in		________________________________________________	(place)	

Witness	Signature:	____________________________________________	Witness	Name:	_______________________________________	

By	signing	this	form	in	the	presence	of	the	witness	AND	the	Holy	Spirit	I	realize	the	importance	of	this	
commitment	before	God,	man	and	my	own	conscience.	

Keep	the	above	signed	commitment	for	your	own	record.	

___________________________________________________________________________________________	
Confirm	to	your	trainer	that	you	did	sign	the	L-10-T	commitment!	
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ANNEXURE G – RECONCILIATION: THE BICYCLE STORY 

The bicycle story should be read with the sections on forgiveness and reconciliation in Unit 5 on Step 1. 

John was living in a rural village with his family. There was no public or any other regular transport between his 
village and the town, 20 km away, where he was working. He had a bicycle which he used to go to work. 

 

One day a Thief stole the bicycle. John searched everywhere but could not find it. The theft was a crisis for 
John and his family. John now got up very early in the morning to walk to work and returned late at night. His 
family almost never saw him. It also happened that he sometimes arrived late for work and one day he was 
fired. 

 

This was an even bigger crisis, as there was no work in town or in the village. John kept seeking for work and 
he seethed with anger towards the Thief who created all the troubles by stealing the bicycle. Sometimes he and 
his family went to bed hungry. 

 

In John’s church they did the Luke 10 Transformation (L-10-T) course. John was astounded to find that he had 
to forgive the Thief and start to pray God’s blessing on him/her. It was difficult, but with assistance from his L-
10-T friend and his L-10-T group he finally managed to forgive the Thief and prayed God’s blessing on him. He 
even felt God’s love for the Thief. 

 

In the meantime the Thief had a wonderful encounter with the Lord Jesus and accepted Him as Lord and 
Saviour. He joined a church. He was astounded when they did the L-10-T course that he found he had to go 
and ask forgiveness from those he wronged. It was difficult but with the assistance of his L-10-T buddy and his 
group he finally went to John’s village and knocked on John’s door. 

 

John was surprised when the guy introduced himself as the Thief of his bicycle. John was glad to see him and 
invited him in. The thief said how sorry he was about the bicycle and asked John’s forgiveness. It was no 
problem for John to extend his forgiveness publicly as he had already forgiven the thief some time back.  

 

They shared stories and had some refreshments and then the Thief said goodbye and left. As the Thief was 
leaving down the road, John’s neighbour (who knew about John’s troubles) asked him who the visitor was. John 
said: “You will not believe it. It is the Thief who stole my bicycle. He came to say he is sorry and asked 
forgiveness which I extended to him.” 

The neighbour thought awhile and then asked: “But what about the bicycle?” 

In the above story some of the wonderful elements of the process of reconciliation and forgiveness are 
illustrated.  
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SOME QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION: 
1. John could not ask the Thief for his bicycle. In fact he did not even think about it. Why? 
2. The Thief did the correct thing to come and SAY SORRY (and asked forgiveness), but he forgot 

that he also had to _____ SORRY. 
3. In real life it is not always as easy as brining back a bicycle (or four bicycles – refer to the story of 

the tax collector in the Scripture – Luke 19:8) – what about the money lost and hardship suffered 
by John? 

4. In the case of the Thief who forgot or did not know to DO SORRY, only a neutral onlooker, such 
as the neighbour, could ask about the bicycle. 

5. One of the biggest pitfalls for believers in reconciliation – is that the believer who was wronged can 
never demand retribution. If he has forgiven the perpetrator, recompense is between God and the 
perpetrator. A neutral onlooker may assist, but never at the instigation of the wronged! Discuss.  

 

(I acknowledge the unknown originator of this story format) 
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ANNEXURE H - INDIVIDUAL GENEROSITY DECLARATION 

 

I affirm that: 
• God is indescribably generous. We see this in his creation and experience it in his redemption plan through the life, 
death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus Christ (John 3:16). 

• God is creator, sustainer and owner of all things (Psalm 24:1). He has supplied His infinite resources to us to 
steward for His Kingdom purposes, including to reach the ends of the earth for the glory of His name (Luke 12:42-
48; Revelation 7:9-12). 

• Just as Jesus lived a truly and perfectly generous life to serve and save people (Mark 10:45, 2 Corinthians 9:8-9), 
it remains fundamental therefore, that Christians model Biblical service, generosity and stewardship (Mark 10:45, 1 
Corinthians 4:1, 2 Corinthians 9:8-9) 

 

I, therefore, commit myself to foster a culture of Biblical generosity and stewardship that 
will transform individuals and communities as I: 
• Recognize that generosity is manifested in giving funds, resources, time, talents, gifts, prayer and my very presence. 

• Practice holistic stewardship, generous living, and gracious financial giving while encouraging these virtues within 
my sphere of influence through modelling, teaching and equipping. 

• Engage openly with other Christians and their networks in a global movement in which the whole church lives out 
and takes the whole gospel to the whole world as effective and generous stewards. 

 

Name: ______________________________ Signed: __________________________  Date: ________________ 

 

Global Generosity Network 
https://www.crufoundation.org/the-generosity-declaration 

https://www.facebook.com/globalgenerositynetwork 

https://www.worldevangelicals.org/ggn/ 

 

Generous Giving 

VISION: TO SEE THE GENEROSITY OF GOD DISPLAYED THROUGH THE GENEROSITY OF GOD’S PEOPLE. 

We envision a movement of Christians who give extravagantly of all that they are in response to God’s radical 

grace. Our primary motivation is to see people liberated to live and give in God’s image in order to see God’s 

kingdom come on earth.   https://generousgiving.org/ 
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ANNEXURE I – UNIT 3 STATISTICAL DETERMINATION 

OPTIONAL:  

How to estimate how many Christians or people of other faiths there are in your country, 
city or community. 
There are various methods to estimate the percentage or number of real Christians in your country, city or 
region. We do this to determine the size of the harvest, that is, the percentage or number of unsaved people. 
The figures are usually based on (rough) estimates and should be treated as such. We will illustrate two 
methods (using South Africa as an example – see extract below) to determine the statistics needed. Refer to 
Table 3.1 (in main text of Unit 3 for typical statistics for countries in this version of the L-10-T Equipping Manual) 

One can usually get an estimate of the number of people in a country who feel they belong to Christian 
denominations from the census information of that country. That and also estimates for those countries not 
making such information available can be obtained from resources such as Operation World, World Christian 
encyclopaedias or databases.  

Can we take information about Christians belonging to denominations at face value? Unfortunately not. Let us 
illustrate using South Africa: 79,8% South Africans indicated in the 2001 census that they belong to some or 
other Christian denomination. Are they all actually reborn according to God’s definition? Whatever your 
theological position on being saved and going to heaven – we know from the Bible that someone whose life 
does not reflect his/her faith is in danger of missing eternal salvation. Belonging to a denomination or having 
been baptized will not necessarily save you! Remember that only the Lord really knows who are reborn at any 
specific stage.  

One way to estimate the number of active Christians is to look at regular church attendance. Remember that 
church attendance is not a good measure because there are people that go to church out of habit, tradition or 
fear, but may have no relationship with Jesus as Saviour. The good thing is that church attendance can be 
measured and that is why we use it to estimate the percentage of saved people.  

In South Africa, for example, about 3-10% (there is different national estimates) of the population ever go to 
church regularly. (taken as at least twice per month). We will use the highest estimate (to be positive) – refer to 
Table 3.1 of Unit 3.  

It is also true in our postmodern era (post 1990) that many Christians live their faith without regularly going to 
church. Many other non-regular church go-ers are actively involved in organizations outside the church 
(Christian and secular) doing good deeds.  We do not think that more than 10% of the population falls in this 
category (a high estimate – refer to Table 3.1). This is a very difficult statistic to obtain if there is no specific 
market research in your target community. (For example, in the USA, the Barna-research group found that there 
are about 20 million un-churched Christian Americans).  

10% Regular church attendees plus 10% active non-church- attending Christians give us a total of 20% South 
African Christians who might really know Jesus as Lord and Saviour. (The figure is probably an overstatement 
of reality, which further illustrate the drastic situation regarding the outstanding harvest.) 

The second method of estimating the number of saved Christians comes from Operation World. Operation 
World makes an estimate based on an analysis of Christian denominations, which have a confession of faith 
that includes an emphasis on members knowing Jesus as Saviour and other relevant matters.  They call these 
“evangelicals” (not the usual use of the term). Looking at our South African example – in the 2010 edition of 
Operation World they estimate that there is 21,1% evangelicals – which correlates well with the 20% saved 
Christians calculated above.  
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We call the difference between the born again Christians in an area and the total number of Christians (as per 
census or church membership lists) – nominal (or name) Christians.  

The statistics for the number of people in a country belonging to non-Christian faiths or believing in no religion 
– atheists – are usually easily obtained from census information or Operation World, World Christian 
encyclopaedias or databases. In our South African example 17% of South Africa’s population belong to other 
religions (ethnic religions being the largest group).  There are 7,8% of the population professing no faith.  (Note: 
There was a marked change in statistics brought about by the 2010 Operation World for South Africa – some 
of our videos might have the 2000 OW statistics for SA, USA and Europe.) Always keep improving your 
statistics! We normally use the country statistics of Operation World (see Bibliography), but, unfortunately, it 
seems as if Operation World will not issue a 2020 edition. 

In all statistical tables there is some error. An obvious error is those people who do not specify their faith – this 
is also indicated in Table 3.1. This is often, but not always, insignificantly small. 

In Table 3.1 we have also used information from Operation World and elsewhere to complete the columns for 
other countries. Please note the types of assumptions mentioned before.  

Please note that the USA is one of the countries with the most statistics available on many areas of religion and 
Christianity. Organizations such as Gallup and the Barna Group and many others regularly do various types of 
research. 

Always try to get the most recent statistics available. 

What is the size of the harvest in your community, city, region or country? Do your best estimate in whichever 
way you can. Do not waste too much time to get information that might not be available – just make an estimate 
and improve your statistical information over time.  

Extract from the South African Manual: 

Let us use the South Africa as an example. Even though about 79,8% of South Africans claimed to be Christians in 
the 2001 census, analysis shows that almost 8 out of every 10 South Africans (20% saved as illustrated above) 
do not have an active relationship with Jesus Christ as Saviour and are probably spiritually lost! This is a national 
crisis for South Africa! The harvest in South Africa is indeed large! 

There are three main groupings of people in South Africa who need to be reached for Christ (the harvest) (totalling 
80% of the population or about 40,4 million people): 

Ø Those who are Christians in name only, but are not living their faith (about 55% of the population). 

Ø Those professing false religions (17% = 13,5% ethno-religionist; 1,73% Muslim; 1, 2% Hindu; 0,4% Baha’i 
and other smaller religious groupings).  

Ø The atheists (7,8%). 

DETAIL OF FALSE REGION PERCENTAGE MAKE UP IN TABLE 3.1 FOR TANZANIA, DRC AND UGANDA 

Tanzania: Those professing false religions (45,6% = 12,9% ethno-religionist; 31,2% Muslim; 0,9% Hindu; 0,5% 
Baha’i and 0,1% other smaller religious groupings).  

DRC: Those professing false religions (7,6% = 2% ethno-religionist; 5% Muslim; 0, 2% Hindu; 0,4% Baha’i and other 
smaller religious groupings).  

Uganda: Those professing false religions (14,7% = 2,5% ethno-religionist; 11,5% Muslim; 0,4% Hindu; 0,3% Baha’i 
and other smaller religious groupings).  
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ANNEXURE J - USE YOUR TESTIMONY AS A DIRECT EVANGELISATION METHOD  

In Unit 8 you prepared your testimony about how you met Jesus or how you came to the deep knowledge of 
your faith in Him. You also shared it with others. Testimonies make us full of wonder and joy about the way God 
works.  

Now use your testimony in the following way:  
When you see someone that you would like to tell about Jesus, do step 1 and then greet friendly (step 2). You 
then set about to get the person’s permission to tell them your testimony. You do this by asking the person 
the following question: You say: “I am doing personal research and would like to ask you a question – may I?” 
If the person gives permission, then ask: “What would you say is the most wonderful thing that ever happened 
to you?”  

People usually think for a moment and may smile and tell you their wonderful story. When they have finished, 
show appreciation and then ask: “May I tell you what the most wonderful thing is that ever happened to me?”   

People usually say yes (because you have just listened to their story). Then you tell them your testimony in 
three parts in no more than 3 minutes (shorter is better) like you prepared it: 

1. How your life was before you met Jesus. Describe your emotional state with about three adjectives. 
Begin like this: “There was a time in my life when I ...”  

2. Then tell them how it happened that you accepted Jesus as your Lord and Saviour. Begin like this: 
“One day ...” 

3. Then tell them about the positive change that happened in your life as a result of accepting Jesus 
as Lord and Saviour. Try to summarise the change using about three adjectives. Begin like this: 
“Thereafter ...” 

Conclude by saying: If I did not accept (or had) Jesus as my Lord and Saviour, my life would have been 
...” “It was the most wonderful thing that happened to me (or that I could have). It could happen to anybody!” 

Then listen to the person’s questions or comments and be prepared to lead him/her to Jesus or to invite them 
to a suitable meeting place to continue the discussion.  Also give them an evangelisation tract or share a 
gospel App like GodTools.  

 

One Minute Witness - http://www.oasisworldministries.org/one-minute-witness/ 
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ANNEXURE K – The 18 Micro-decisions of Faith 

 
DISCIPLE Chooses to live by faith  +5 MULTIPLYING Speaks to: The Whole Person 

Addresses: Social Barriers 
To Overcome: Isolation 
By: Participation in The Body 
Goal: Growth 
Answers: Will I live for Christ? 
 
Examples: Jerusalem Church (Acts 
2:41-47) 
The Church at Antioch (Acts 11:19-
26) 

Chooses to share faith  +4 
Makes Christ-like choices +3 

BELIEVER Join in community life  +2 
Assimilates God’s Word  +1 

Trusts in Christ  0 HARVESTING Speaks to: The Will 
Addresses: Volitional Barriers 
To: Overcome Indecision & 
Unwillingness to Change 
By: Prayer & Persuasion 
Goal: Trust Christ 
Answers: Will I Trust Christ? 
Examples: Paul before Agrippa (Acts 
26:1-29) 

SEEKER Turns from self-trust  -1 
Sees Christ as the answer -2 
 
Recognizes spiritual need 

 
-3 

SPECTATOR Considers the truth of the 
gospel 

-4 PLANTING Speaks to: The Mind 
Addresses: Intellectual Barriers 
To Overcome: Ignorance, 
Misconceptions & Error 
By: Presentation 
Goal: Understanding 
Answers: Who is JESUS? What does 
he want from me? 
Examples: Ethiopian Eunuch (Acts 
8:26-39) 

Understands the 
implications 

-5 

Aware of the gospel  -6 
Recognizes relevance of 
the Bible 

 
-7 

SKEPTIC Looks positively at the Bible -8 CULTIVATING Speaks to: The Emotions 
Addresses: Emotional Barriers 
To Overcome: Denial, Indifference, 
Fear & Antagonism 
By: Your Presence 
Goal: Attraction, Trust You 
Answers: What’s in it For Me? 
Examples: Woman at the Well (John 
4:4-30) 
Nicodemus (John 3:1-21) 
Mathew: 13:1-23 

Recognizes difference in 
the messenger 

-9 

Aware of the messenger -
10 

CYNIC Going his/her own way  -
11 

Avoids the truth -
12 

 

From: Peel, W. C. & Larimore, W., Going Public with your Faith – becoming a spiritual influence at work, 
2003, Zondervan, Grand Rapids, p24 
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ANNEXURE L – PRAYER FOR L-10-T 

  

 

PRAY FOR ISSUES AS YOU ARE ABLE! 
 

TIME 
SLOT 

THEME DESCRIPTION 

0-5 PRAISE & WORSHIP Focus all attention on God; praise Him and worship Him for all His 
magnificent qualities and deeds. (e.g. Ps 145-150) 

5-10 REPENT & THANKS Personal – Preparation to stand before God as an intercessor. Repent 
of all known and unknown sin; then come to him in surety of being fully 
part of the new covenant in Christ’s blood and in humility. Commit to 
stand Unashamedly Ethical. Thank Him for mercy and goodness. 

10-15 FORGIVENESS & 
RECONCILIATION 

Yourself: Forgive anyone that angered or upset you since your last 
prayer. Is there anyone you wronged whom you should ask to forgive 
you? Ask the Lord to bless them. 

Others: Ask the Lord to forgive the sins of your family, and 
community/city/region. Ask Him to bless them. (Neh. 1) 

15-20 LEADERS AND ALL IN 
AUTHORITY IN THE 
CITY/REGION & 
COUNTRY (1 TIM 2:1-3) 

Ask the Lord to bless and guide the leaders in your country: 
president, cabinet, congress & senate; provincial/state; city mayor & 
councillors. Business; Justice, Safety & Security, Education, Arts, 
Entertainment, Media, leaders of false religions. 

Church leaders: pray for Godly wisdom & guidance; members; 
finances; growth; God’s presence; protection against deception. For all 
denominations and church types.  

20-25 FOR WORKERS IN THE 
HARVEST & THE LOST 

Pray for future and current workers in the harvest far and near by 
all means, including L-10-T (Luke 10:2). Pray that all church, business 
& school leaders will embrace L-10-T and equip their members. 
Near & far. So that all people will be blessed. Pray that step-by-step 
500 million will be equipped & 2 billion will accept Christ by 2040. 
Pray for protection. 

25-30 BE STILL & LISTEN  Listen to what God says & make notes (self; city/region & country; L-
10-T). To still mind: meditate on scripture. Wait on the Lord! 

30-35 YOUR LUKE 10 
TRANSFORMATION 

Yourself: pray for your doing L-10-T; pray for your group and your 
buddy doing L-10-T. Pray for needs and concerns from your L-10-T 
experiences and do follow-up prayer. 

35-40 TAKE FIVE & 

TAKE FIVE PLUS 

Pray for your Take Five: pray for them now and continue praying for 
them in your Take Five time daily. Pray for your relationships with them 
& their needs! Pray your Take 5 Plus. 
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TIME 
SLOT 

THEME DESCRIPTION 

40-45 LUKE 10 
TRANSFORMATION: 
THE MINISTRY 

Pray for: International & regional leadership. Good external & internal 
communication; open doors in cities & countries; divine connections 
with interested leaders at all levels; good alliances with other ministries 
and denominations; sufficient finances; Holy Spirit guidance for the L-
10-T leadership; Divine Strategy; Effective research projects. Pray for 
good translations. 

45-50 CHAMPIONS, 
TRAINERS & MASTER 
TRAINERS,  

Pray that the Lord will rise up good champions, trainers & master 
trainers in cities & countries. Pray that they will be protected & will have 
open doors to mobilise & to train.  

50-55 L-10-T IN OTHER 
CITY/REGION/TOWN & 
COUNTRY. L-10-T 
MINISTRY PARTNERS 

General: Pray for those doing L-10-T in cities & towns worldwide. 
Specific (your current requests); L-10-Ters, prison training, upcoming 
conferences of all types to spread the L-10-T word & training; 4-14 
Window roll-out & Calls from “new” countries. Other ministries 
partnering with L-10-T. Mutual support! 

55-60 PRAISE & THANKS For what God does for you personally. For what He does through L-10-
T. Glorify & thank Him for all His goodness.    
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ANNEXURE M – WAITING ON GOD 

By adding Waiting on God to our prayer arsenal in all the steps of L-10-T we firmly focus on Him as our 
God and provider, also for all the people that we pray for His blessing, protection, salvation and meeting 
of needs. We do not only communicate by praying, but also by listening! We feel that this enhances the 
following of Jesus as we do L-10-T, because He was in regular (two-way) communication with His 
Father. 

SO IN THIS ANNEXURE  WE WILL NOW SHOW HOW WAITING ON GOD (WOL)  CAN BE 
ENHANCED BY LOOKING AT THE VARIOUS FACETS OF THE DIAMOND OF WAITING ON 
GOD .  
 

 

In addition to the Bible, we recommend Andrew Murrays 31 day devotions as a good resource for Waiting on 
God insights. In this document and in the Facets of the Diamond of Waiting on God Table below the “days” 
refer to Andrew Murray’s daily devotions. 

Also look on www.ignitingprayeraction.org (will soon be the main Waiting on God website) or contact 
Colin or Willem (see contact details). 

If you want to be kept informed of Waiting on God resources to come (for example, a modern English 
translation, videos on the 31 days, etc.) e-mail Colin at COLIN@IGNITINGPRAYERACTION.ORG 
 
As one reads through Andrew Murrays 31 day devotions on Waiting on God, it is as if different facets of 
the diamond of Waiting on God opens up and sparkles with his wondrous Light! In the table below you 
will find 17 such facets (There are more than 60 still waiting to be discovered!). Write to Willem to get a 
more complete Table. Only the Lord and you will complete your diamond! 
 

How to use the Table below:  

As you prepare to WAIT FIVE, choose one of the facets. Set your timer on the time – 5 minutes, or 10 or 1 … 
Read how you will be thinking of God in that facet and the supporting or accompanying Scripture. Then 
read and think about Therefor I wait on Him … Become silent before Him on that thought … till the time 
is up. (If you have the book, it is recommended that you read the daily devotional by Andrew Murray before 
you start the first time.) 

    
FACET THINKING ABOUT GOD 

AS … SCRIPTURE THEREFOR I WAIT ON HIM … 

1. The God of our Salvation 

“Truly my soul 
silently waits for God; 
From Him comes my 
salvation.” (Psalm 62:1) 
 

In absolute and unceasing dependence 
for my full salvation. Salvation through 
the work of Christ brought me to Him to 
know He is All to me. (Day 1) Note: 
The work of Salvation is only 
completed/“known” at the Great Throne 
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Judgement when the books are finally 
opened and all people are judged. 

2. 

THINKING ABOUT GOD 
AS … 
The God who continues 
to work out every aspect 
of my Salvation. 

“I have waited for your 
salvation, O Lord!” 
(Genesis 49:18) 

THEREFOR I WAIT ON HIM … 
Because every aspect of our glorious 
salvation from today up to us enjoying 
the full and final glory of our 
redemption are being worked out 
moment by moment by God Himself. 
(Day 2) 

3. 

The God who continues 
to work out every aspect 
of the Salvation of all 
people.  

“I have waited for your 
salvation, O Lord!” 
(Genesis 49:18) 

For the working out of His Salvation in 
people around me, the not-yet-saved, 
building the Church of Christ in the 
whole world. (Day 2) 

4. The God who maintains 
His creation. 

“These all wait for You, 
That You may give them 
their food in due season. 

What You give them they 
gather in; You open Your 
hand, they are filled with 
good.“  (Psalm 104:27-28.) 
 

Because just as it was God’s work to 
create, so it is His work to maintain His 
creation. Waiting on God restores our 
original identity and highest position; it 
restores us to our true place and glory 
as creatures blessedly dependent on 
our glorious God. (Day 3) 

5. The God who supplies all 
that is needed. 

“ The LORD upholds all 
who fall, And raises up 
all who are bowed down. 
The eyes of all look 
expectantly to You, 
And You give them their 
food in due season.” 
(Psalm 145:14-15) 

As I cannot/dare not proceed without 
the necessary supplies. We need to 
wait for the Lord to send the required 
supplies to proceed. Just wait quietly 
on Him. Wait on God to come to us in 
His own way and with Divine power. 
Allow the Holy Spirit to stir up in your 
soul the child-like attitude of absolute 
dependence and confident expectation. 
(Day 4) 

6. The God who gives the 
orders or instructions. 

“Show me Your ways, 
O LORD; Teach me Your 
paths. Lead me in Your 
truth and teach me, 
For You are the God of my 
salvation; On You I wait all 
the day.” (Psalm 25:4-5.) 

Because I cannot proceed without the 
final instructions/orders from my 
Commander-in-Chief. I need to know 
His way and His path. My attitude 
should be humble - “The humble He 
teaches His way.” (Ps. 25:9)  
The special surrender to divine 
guidance in our times of prayer should 
cultivate the habit of looking upwards 
“all the day.” Consider how simple it is 
to walk all the day in the light of the 
sun; it can become just as simple and 
delightful to a soul to practice waiting 
on God. (Day 5) 

7. The God who cares for 
all the Believers. 

“Let no one who waits on 
You be ashamed.”—Psalm 
25:3.  

 

And call on him for all the Believers 
worldwide in different situations who 
are waiting on God. Only when this 
intercession for others who wait on 
God becomes part of our waiting on 
Him for ourselves, do we begin to bear 
each other’s burdens and so fulfil the 
law of Christ. (Day 6) 

8. 
The holy living God full of 
wisdom, power, 
goodness and glory. 

“Let integrity and 
uprightness preserve me; 
for I wait on You.” (Psalm 
25:21.) 

And find that in my first attempt to live 
the life of full and continually waiting on 
God, I may discover how much I lack 
perfect integrity.  
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If so, count this as just one of the many 
blessings that waiting is meant to work. 
I cannot seek close fellowship with 
God, nor attain the abiding 
consciousness of waiting on Him all the 
day, without complete honesty and 
entire surrender to all His will.  

9. 

THINKING ABOUT GOD 
AS … 
The God who will give 
me courage and 
strengthen my heart and 
faith. 

“ Wait on the LORD; 
Be of good courage, 
And He shall strengthen 
your heart; 
Wait, I say, on the LORD!” 
(Psalm 27:14.)  

THEREFOR I WAIT ON HIM … 
To strengthen me, give me faith and 
courage when I face difficult situations. 
Even when it appears to me as if God 
hides himself from me, I can have faith 
and courage that as I surrender to Him, 
my deliverance is close. (Day 8) 

10. 
The God who brings me 
untold and unexpected 
blessing. 

“ Wait on the LORD; 
Be of good courage, 
And He shall strengthen 
your heart; 
Wait, I say, on the LORD!” 
(Psalm 27:14.) 

Because I resolve even before I wait 
on God, that I will wait with the most 
confident expectation of God meeting 
and blessing me. (Day 8) 

11. The God who is what He 
is. 

“ Wait on the LORD; 
Be of good courage, 
And He shall strengthen 
your heart; 
Wait, I say, on the LORD!” 
(Psalm 27:14.) 

Because of WHO HE IS and not 
because of what He will do for me. My 
present state, feelings and 
expectations should not deter me. He 
is such a blessed Being overflowing 
with goodness, power, life, love and 
joy, that in contact with Him while 
waiting, His Being starts to overflow 
into me. (Day 8) 

12. The God who is love. 
“ For God so loved the 
world that he gave his only 
Son …” (John 3:16ª , 1 
John 4:16) NIV 

Because the fact that He is love is the 
all-sufficient warrant for my 
expectation. I bring myself as I am into 
the sunshine of God’s omnipotent love, 
for Him to do His work in me, the weak 
one. (Day 8) 

13. The God who wants my 
heart. 

“Be strong, and let your 
heart take courage, all you 
who wait for the Lord.” —
Psalm 31:24 (ESV) 

 

With my heart. All our waiting depends 
on the state of the heart. As our heart 
is, so are we before God. (Day 9) 
 

14. 
The God who wants live 
in my heart through His 
Holy Spirit. 

“Trust in the Lord with all 
your heart and lean not on 
your own understanding.” 
(Proverbs 3:5 NIV) 

Because it takes courage to let my 
heart alone have faith and trust God 
and not to depend on my 
understanding to serve God. I should 
resist the temptation of leaning on my 
understanding, even if it has clear 
thoughts. (Day 9)   

15. 

The God who wants to 
commune with me 
through my heart 
continually. 

“Be strong, and let your 
heart take courage, all you 
who wait for the Lord.” —
Psalm 31:24 (ESV) 

 

And no knowledge of the truths of God 
can benefit me, except as the Holy 
Spirit enters into my inmost being and 
dwells within me. It is with the heart I 
must wait upon God; it is into the heart 
I must receive God; it is in the heart 
God gives the Spirit and every spiritual 
blessing in Christ. I should place my 
whole heart, with its secret workings, 
into God’s hands continually. (Day 9) 
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16. The Almighty God who is 
watching me NOW. 

Behold, the eye of 
the LORD is on those who 
fear Him, On those who 
hope in His mercy, To 
deliver their soul from 
death, And to keep them 
alive in famine. 
 Our soul waits for 
the LORD; He is our help 
and our shield. For our 
heart shall rejoice in Him, 
Because we have trusted 
in His holy name. Let Your 
mercy, O LORD, be upon 
us, Just as we hope in 
You.” —Psalm 33:18-22  

 

Because, as a child of God, as one 
who has hope in His mercy, I know He 
looks at me now. Realizing, as a 
human “with a history” that God might 
look at me in anger, I might feel fear. 
The wonder that I should now realize is 
that in My Lord the apparent conflict of 
fearing Him, but having hope in His 
mercy is found side by side in perfect 
and beautiful harmony. (1 John 4:16-
19) (Day 10) 

17. 

THINKING ABOUT GOD 
AS … 
The God who waits 
continually on me. 

“So you, by the help of 
your God, return; observe 
mercy and justice, and 
wait on your God 
continually.” (Hosea 12:6) 
“On You I wait all the day” 
(Psalm 25:5) 

THEREFOR I WAIT ON HIM … 
Continually. This may seem 
impossible! Did we not say Wait Five? 
Yes, but He waits continually on me, 
His child! So therefor by His grace, I go 
higher and ask Him to help me wait on 
Him all day, even as I go about my 
daily tasks! (Day 30) 
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WEBSITES 
www.jwipn.com (L-10-T and many prayer resources) – watch this for updates on L-10-T, other 
languages or links to other websites 

www.luke10t.com  This website will soon be a great resource for the most up to date L-10-T resources 
and news. 

www.unashamedlyethical.com  

L-10-T YOUTUBE VIDEOS 
The 11 minute Introductory Video - YouTube name: Luke10t Chapter 15 Introductory Video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64GiZdX7ZjI&t=8s 

The 30 minute How To Video (following from the above) - YouTube Name: Luke10t Chapter 16 How to 
use Luke10t https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSG_ynTmeJE&t=66s  

The 48 minute Lifestyle DVD (a film about 4 people doing L-10-T - YouTube name: Luke10t Chapter 18 
Going Deeper Overview 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZMvv3m_7-o&t=46s  

Note: The detail discussion guide for the film above, is in 9 videos:  Chapters 19 to 27 
(search YouTube name: Luke10t Chapter 19 or 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27). Chapter 26 is at 
Going Deeper: Eighth detail lesson: 8. The Return  
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MORE OF L-10-T! 

After having completed the L-10-T program and having started L-10-Ting, you might feel that you want to do 
more in the L-10-T ministry. 

Please know that by actually doing L-10-T and making it your lifestyle you are playing an important part in the 
ministry.  

The L-10-T Vision is to equip 500 million believers in every country of the world with L-10-T so that by doing it 
2 billion unbelievers may come to Christ. Our timetable is 30 years for the equipping and 40 years for the souls 
(from 2010). 

This is in the first place only possible if God wills and if you will. By doing L-10-T you are part of the 500 million! 

BUT HOW DO WE GET THE EQUIPPING DONE?  
By you equipping your Equip 5 and then another 5 and so on. 

By you becoming a Trainer who trains believers in congregations, schools or businesses to L-10-T. You can 
even become a Certified Trainer if you reach a certain skill level. You can do this part-time. 

By you becoming a Master Trainer who trains other Trainers how to train believers to do L-10-T. You might 
train in your church, other churches in your town or denomination or take it to other cities or countries. There is 
no limit! You can do this part time. 

You can become an L-10-T Champion! An L-10-T Champion sees and is excited about the vision of L-10-T 
and having many workers in the harvest every day everywhere. He/she motivates believers, pastors, 
denominational heads, missionaries and ecumenical heads to get the L-10-T teaching done. L-10-T champions 
may also be Master Trainers. 

You can support the L-10-T Vision with your finances. 

You can support the L-10-T vision with your prayers. 

You can support the L-10-T vision through your estate. 

Contact the L-10-T International Head Office (contact details below) or nearest Master Trainer or Trainer 
to find out how you may get involved in any of the above or other ways. 

 
 
 
The L-10-T Head Office Bank Details in South Africa:  
Bank: ABSA Bank South Africa  
Account Name:  The Better Way Foundation Trust;  
Account Nr. 40 5914 3736,    
ABSA Branch: 632005. 
Swift nr. for overseas payments to ABSA South Africa:  ABSAZAJJ (all capitals) 
Fax deposit slip to +27 (0) 86 660 5307 or e-mail to wjoubert@icon.co.za  
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AFTER L-10-T? 

L-10-T IS JUST THE BEGINNING OF LIVING A PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN LIFE.  
A lot of information is available to build on L-10-T in your daily living – such as working with money in the 
Lord’s way, living out your Christianity in the marketplace where he placed you, etc. 

Look at www.luke10t.com or www.jwipn.com > Luke 10 Transformation > Integrated Marketplace 
Transformation Strategy, or Contact us for more information!  (See the inside of the back cover) 

AND/OR 

You may want to come still closer to God. You may want to walk in His Presence – letting yourself be led by 
His Holy Spirit. 

We also present courses to those prompted by the L-10-T program to come closer to God. 

CONTACT DETAILS 

 

LUKE  10  TRANSFORMATION  INTERNATIONAL 
 

É +27 (0)11 827 7611  
È +27 (0)82 650 5684 (WILLEM JOUBERT) 
E-MAIL: WJOUBERT@ICON.CO.ZA 
 

 

 

 

LUKE  10  TRANSFORMATION  USA 
 

È COLIN MILLAR: + 1 832 515 7022 
E-MAIL: COLIN@IGNITINGPRAYERACTION.ORG 

 

 

 

 

 

Kenya & Tanzania V5.12 (Eng SA for Swahilii) 


